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FIGHT OVER PARDONED TO CBIPP EN TELLS CONSTITUTION MAKERS LANDED FUTuREOF
TEXASJOONDARI BE SENTENCED QUEER STORY CANADIAN WILDS DRY FARMING
Committee Will Spring Sen-
sation
Four Reform School Inmates He Supposed Wife Had Gone Three Balloons in Interna-
tional
El Paso Enthusiast and Ex-
pertin Constitutional Who Graduated Into the to Visit Professional Race Still Un-
accounted
Tells of His
Convention Penitentiary Friend For Faith
REFERENDUM MEASURE IIP CARLSBAD PLAINS HIGHWAY NEXT DAY TOOK IN AFFINITY GEHIA BREAKS RECORDS 'ATTENDED SPOKANE CONGRESS
It Was He Who Had Persuaded
- V: ' ii I s- --r jf . . . , , Was Sighted at Kiskising, On G. A. Martin, News Editor of
EI Paso Herald, in Santa Fe
Good Roads Commission
Ready to Proceed With
Work on Road.
Majority of Legislative Com-
mittee Will Report in
Its Favor.
His Typist to Don Man's
Clothes.
London, Oct. 21. Dr. Hawley Crip- -
HON. ATANASIO ROIBAL
Delegate From Pecos, San Miguel County, and Who Was Educated in Santa
Fe.
territorial legislature and in 1907 and
1 908 he was a member of the board of
county commissioners of San Miguel
county, and was chairman of that
board.
.
Mr. Roibal served efficiently as
enumerator of both the census of 1900
Hon. Atanasio Roibal, delegate in
the constitutional convention from
San Miguel county, is warmly wel-
comed to this city by Santa Feans, for
he was educated at St. Michael's Col- -
lege in this city and is much inter- -
ested in the prosperity of the capital. '
Mr. Roibal was born May 2, 1859. flees, such as agent of the Occidental
He attended St. Michael's College Life Insurance Company of Albuquer-here- ,
leaving school in 1 879. He be-- ! que, notary public, etc. -
gan work as a clerk with Walsen and i In the election of 190C Mr. Roibal
Levy at Pecos, N; M., and was after- - ran for the office of county commis- -
Is
Governor Mills today pardoned Paul
Owen, Grover Clark, John Smith and
Walter Scott of the New Mexico re-
form school at Springer, so that Judge
Ira A. Abbott may sentence them in
district court at Raton to the peniten-
tiary. The four boys pleaded guilty to
the indictment of assault with intent
to kill, the indictments growing out
of their attempt to break out of the
reform school in which escapade they
attacked and seriously injured As-
sistant Superintendent Sample. The
pardon was a formality which had "to
precede their graduation into the peni-
tentiary.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received from C. H. Qhenault
of Quay county, $204.29; from Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable $8.75.
Apportioning School Fund.
Several of the counties which have
sent incomplete reports of the school
census will suffer in the apportion-
ment of $35,000 of the school fund
about to be made by Territorial Su-
perintendent of Public Instruction J.
E. Clark. The apportionment will be
based upon the school census of 1910.
Trade Mark Registered.
In the office of Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa the trademark "Petti-john'- s
Breakfast Gem," was registered
today.
Will Start on Carlsbad-Plain- s Road.
The good roads commission is ready
to proceed with the work on the
Carlsbad-Plain- s highway. A well has
been sink which will supply the road-worker- s
with water.
Star Service.
The star service has been changed
from East Las Vegas to Mineral Hill
to supply Mineral Hill site being au-
thorized and thus decreasing the
route by one and a half miles.
BRIEFS FILED IN
PANAMA LIBEL CASE.
One of the Heritages Left By Roose-
velt Administration to the United ?
States Supreme Court.
Washington, Oct. 21. Briefs in be-
half of the Press Publishing Company
of New York, and the government
were filed in the supreme court of the
United States today, in what is term-
ed the Panama libel case. The case
is the one in which President Roose-
velt ordered the department of jus-
tice to proceed against the publishers
of the New York World, because of
the publication of stories to the effect
that there had been favoritism in the
purchase of the Panama canal prop-
erty by which capitalists, including
Charles P. Taft, brother of the Presi-
dent, Douglas Robinson, brother-in-la-w
of former President Roosevelt,
and others were charged with' having
received great financial benefits.
IT DOES NOT PAY
TO BE "GOOD FELLOW."
Chicago, Oct. 21. Adam Rapp, for
eleven years postmaster at Haw-
thorne, 111., who disappeared last
spring, leaving an alleged shortage of
$8,000 in the funds of the office, was
brought to Chicago last
'
night in
charge of a deputy United States mars-
hal.- He spent the night in the coun-
ty jail in default of $3,000 bail.
Rapp was arrested at Muncie, Ind.,
where he was working as a tea and
coffee salesman. He was living under
an assumed name and was practically
penniless. When searched last night
a single piece constituted his
entire funds..
"I've been a good fellow," was the
only comment Rapp would make when
he alighted from the train at the Polk
street depot.
REPUBLIC TO BE
RECOGNIZED
Great Britain and Germany
to act in Unison With
. Powers .
PAPAL NUNCIO IS RECALLED
Vatican Resents Anti-Cleric- al
Attitude of the New
Government.
Berlin, Oct. 21. Great Britain has
proposed that all the powers recog-
nize the republic of Portugal at the
same time. Germany has approved
the suggestion. '
Papal Nuncio Recalled.
Lisbon, Oct. 21. Monsignor Tonti,
the papal nuncio at Lisbon, today left
Portugal. His destination is not an-
nounced. It has been rumored that
the pope had decided to recall the
nuncio as a protest against the anti-
clerical attitude of the republic.
tario, 1 00 Miles From
ot. Louis. I
St. Louis, Oct. 21. The three bal
loons, America II, Azure and Dussel- -
dorf, contestants for the international
balloon cup remains to be reported.
is believed that all have landed
in the wilds of Canada. A balloon
that is believed to be the Germania
was seen over Kiskising, Ontario,
eleven hundred miles from St. Louis.
This balloon has broken all records
made in competition. '
Strike is Spreading.
St. Louis, Oct. 21. About, twenty-fiv- e
hundred boilermakers, black-
smiths and pipemen of the Missouri
Pacific and Inon Mountain systems
walked out in a sympathy strike with
the machinists. The shops at Sedalia,
Little Rock, Kansas City, De Soto,
Jefferson City, Wichita, Omaha, Pueb-
lo and other points are effected. Rail
road officials said this morning that
the strike had not affected the traffic
service.
Aero Club Becomes Alarmed.
St. Louis! Oct. 21. Alarmed at the
prolonged silence of three of the bal-
loons' pilots and aides who left here
on Monday in the international bal-
loon race, the Aero club of St. Louis
today asked the Canadian government
to begin a search for them. It is
believed that the balloons landed
Wednesday night and In a district of
forests in Canada.
Germania Lands in Canada.
Haileybury, Ont, Oct. 21. The bal-
loon Germania landed yesterday at
Villiemaria, fifty miles from here.
CITY PLANNING CONFERENCE
' AT LOS ANGELES.
First Meeting for the Southwest of
That Character to Be Held
November 14 to 16.
The first city planning conference
for the southwest will meet in Los
Angeles November 16th to 16th, to
which all towns and cities are asked
to send delegates, including also all
individuals Who are especially inter
ested in this important subject. The
program will consist of discussions
and papers regarding the best meth-
ods of developing both the city beau-
tiful and the city practical. There
will also be an exhibit of charts, books
pictures, etc.
Architects, promoters, concrete
men, landscape architects, and all ex-
perts and specialists in city planning
who have ideas or plans concerning
the building of inexpensive homes for
the poor, or the laying out of garden
villages or industrial sites, residential
districts or any other part of city
planning, are asked to communicate
with Dana W. Bartlett, 618 New High
street, Los Angeles, Cal., in order that
the very latest and best thoughts may
be brought out at this conference.
Delegates to the League of Califor-
nia Municipalities, meeting in San
Diego, November 16-1- are invited to
attend this conference, while those in
attendance at the Los Angeles meet
ing will be asked to attend the league
meeting following.
CANADA'S NEW CRUISER
ARRIVES AT HALIFAX,
First Warship of the Dominion on At-
lantic Waters Purchased From
the British Navy.
Halifax, N. S., Oct. 21. The first
ship on the Atlantic coast of Canada's i
new navy, the cruiser Niobe, arrived
here today from England, flying the
flag of Admiral Kingsmith of the Ca-
nada naval officers. The Niobe was
purchased from the British navy.
ARIZONA WILL
ELECUUDGES
Supreme Court Judges Three
in Number, to Be Chosen
at Biennia llntervals
TO PROTECTTHE WQRK1NGMAN
One Clause to Authorize Strikes,
Boycotts and Picketing-Oth- er
Payment for Injuries.
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 21. The right
of the people to organize strikes, to
picket and to boycott, was proposed
as a part of the constitutional bill
of rights by delegate machinists at
today's session of the constitutional
convention. Delegate Ellinger Intro
duced a proposal for compulsory com
pensation to working men injured in
hazardous occupations. .The commit-
tee on Judiciary has decided upon a
supreme court of three members, to
be chosen for two, four and six years
at elections separate from the general
elections.
on Way Home.
G. A. Martin, president of the Texas
Dry Farming Congress, executive com-
mitteeman from Texas in the Interna-
tional Dry Farming Congress and
news editor of the El Paso Herald, is
In Santa Fe.
This is his first trip to the capital.
although in his eight years' connec
tion with the Herald, he has visited
every other city of importance in the
territory. These trips have all been
made at the instance of the Herald,
whose management believes in having
its executive heads thoroughly famil-
iar with all surrounding territory.
Returning from a month's trip onbehalf of the Herald, Mr. Martin
reached Santa Fe this morning accom-
panied by Mrs. Martin to "look in" in
the constitutional convention and see
Santa Fe.
Mr. Martin has had a busy month of
it. As a delegate from the Texas
agricultural department, he attended
the National Irrigation Congress at '
Pueblo and represented The Herald,
too, filing to that, enterprising paper
about 3,000 words a day on the prog-
ress of the fight between the New
Mexico-E- l Paso delegates ' and the
Colorado delegates. Then he attended
the Dry Farming Congress at Spokane,
Wash., and helped the Colorado
Springs delegation land the next con-
vention considering Colorado Springs
the most logical location to benefit
New Mexico and Texas.
After that, at the instance of H. D.
Slater, president and editor-in-chie- f of
The Herald, who is chairman of the
park commission of El Paso, Mr. Mar-
tin visited Seattle, Tacoma, Portland,
Denver, Salt Lake and Colorado
Springs, collecting park data for Mr.
Slater, who had previously visited
these places and mapped out the mat-
ter which he wished covered.
While he saw some beautiful coun-
try, Mr. Martin says, he found none
that looked better than this rugged
southwest, "the home of real
men and women, with a
incomparable," as he puts it in
the enthusiasm of returning. He says,
the present snowstorm extended from
Montana and Wyoming clear down to
Lamy and that it was practically the
first real cold wave of the year and
caused a great deal of shivering.
On dry farming, the visitor says:
says: "Dry farming has been abused
because many real estate promoters
sold land in regions they knew were
untillable, but where there is as much
as fifteen Inches of rain, 1 am sure It
Is effective. It is yet in Its infancy
and I believe it will be eventually so
far perfected that it can be used with
success in areas when the precipita-
tion is much less.
"I am not sure as yet what it will
accomplish, but I want to see it tried.
We have millions of acres in Arizona,
west Texas and New Mexico that can
never be reclaimed by irrigation. Dry
farming may do it. It is worth trying,
for if dry farming can't reclaim it,
then it Is useless and I do not believe
the Creator ever made any of our soil
to be wasted."
MAKING GOOD AT FARMING
IN ARID COUNTRY.
Adjoining Willard,. Torrance county
on the west, lives a farmer. A year
ago his homestead was but a sandy
hillside. This year, under persistent
cultivation his farm has blossomed
with the roses that indicate agricul-
tural plentitude. Every passer by in
viewing the development of this land
involuntarily says to himself, "here is
a farmer who believes that our rich
New Mexican soil, upon which perpet-
ual sunshine beams so benignantly,
can be made to yield most bountifully
if man will only do his part with per-
sistent intelligence."
More power to you, Peter McKis-sor- ,
and may you go on Improving
your place until it becomes not only
the beauty spot of Torrance county,
but also one of the best paying farms
in New Mexico.
This year Mr. McKissor raised all
kinds of garden truck in profusion
and had a neat income from its sale.
He has considerable , alfalfa under
way and also a young orchard grow-
ing. We understand that he will irri
gate on a larger scale next year and
we judge from his success of the past
season that next fall will see his
farm yielding a well paying crop. Oth-
ers can do likewise and become inde-
pendent here in a few years.
UNITED STATES SENATOR
ALDRICH IS HURT.
Knocked Down By a Street Car on
Madison Avenue, New York, Last
Night.
New York, Oct. 21. United States
Senator Nelson W. Aldrich of Rhode
Island was knocked down last night
by a Madison avenue car at Sixty-nint- h
street, and received a number
of painful bruises, but nothing of ft"
serious nature.
.
. n
The convention will convene tomor-
row forenoon at ten o'clock, in the
first Saturday and the first forenoon
session it has held in the three weeks
since it convened. It will be a most
important session as it is the last day
on which delegates may introduce
files. It is also likely htat very im-
portant reports will be filed.
The committees of the constitution-
al convention have been making his-
tory since yesterday afternoon. Last
evening the committee on Judiciary
met and by a close vote of 8 to 7, de-
cided that the three judges of the su-
preme court shall be appointive in-
stead of elective, shall serve twelve
years at a salary of $7,500 a year.
There were two proxies at the com-
mittee meeting. It is also practically
decided that the probate court will be
retained and the present system of
probate practice adopted until the
state legislature changes it.
Referendum Expedient.
The committee on Legislation this
forenoon adopted a referendum meas
ure, which if enacted will place it in
the power of the people to nullify
any legislative act Within ninety
days after the adjournment of the leg-
islature, upon petition oft 25 per cent
of the qualified voters in every judl-cia-
district of the state, the opera'
tion of any law passed by that legisla
ture, may be suspended until after it
has been voted upon at the following
general election. Upon petition of ten
per cent of the voters in every judicial
district filed at least four months be-
fore any general election, a law pass-- j
ed by the preceding legislature may
be referred to the voters. It is made
a felony for any unqualified voter to
sign such a petition, or for any voter
to sign it twice, or to sign it in an-
other judicial district or to "sign a
wrong name. .
This Will Rouse Texas.
The committee on Boundary is pre-
paring for a sensation that will stir
up Texas and that will interest the en-
tire nation. It will report the 103
meridian as the true eastern boundary
of New Mexico, which will take in a
strip from half to two miles wide
and two hundred miles long that is
now under the jurisdiction of Texas
and In which such flourishing towns
as Texline and Farwell are located.
Congress will have to decide the
- boundary dispute and it is probable
that a boundary commission will be
named. It is certain that the 103d
meridian is the historic boundary of
New Mexico and that the land which
will be claimed is really part of this
commonwealth.
Dissenters.
A minority report in favor of an un-
restricted referendum will be filed
from the committee on legislative de-
partment by H. B. Pergusson who also
will report in favor of a legislature of
IS senators and 36 representatives,
in place of 24 Senators and 49 Repre-
sentatives favored by the majority.
Otherwise, he will agree to the majori-
ty report as published by the New
Mexican a few days ago. C. R. Brice
will also bring In a minority report on
the initiative and referendum, but
agrees to all the other clauses. A. B.
Fall will dissent from the majority
referendum expedient.
Education Committee,
The committee on education met at
'' 10 o'clock this morning in the capitol
Col. George W. Prlchard, chairman.
The object was to discuss the ques-
tion of having separate schools for
whites and negroes. It was an open
meeting and a number of visitors
were present and addressed the com-
mittee. Delegate Stover, of Bernalillo
county, made a plea for no separation
of the races in the schools of the ter-
ritory. He maintained that there Is
no necessity for such separation.
The county school superintendent
of Roosevelt county, Mrs. Culberson,
spoke in behalf of the separate school
proposition and, told of the sentiment
in her part of the territory where
many southerners live. She made an
eloquent plea for such separation, stat-
ing that it would really give the ne-
gro an opportunity of being educated
that he would not otherwise enjoy.
Superintendent Bishop of the Artesia
city schools, who is here in the
of the teachers of eastern New
Mexico, spoke in behalf of the separa-
tion' of the races.
The committee finally agreed that
each district of the territory should
settle for Itself the question of sepa-
rate schools for whites and negroes,
guaranteeing every protection to the
Spanish-speakin- g residents of the
territory. The vote of the committee
was eight, to two in favor of this pro-
vision. This provision is a modifica-
tion of the file introduced by T. J.
Mabry, delegate from Curry county
and editor of the Clovis Journal. Mr.
Mabry said today in discussing the
committee's action: "This agreement
meets with my entire approval and It
(Continued on Page Eight.)
pen, on tnai tor the murder oi uis
wife Belle Elmore, underwent a cross- -
examination today, by Richard Mur- -
ack, one of the cleverest criminal law
yers of England. In reply to questions
Crippen said that he had not seen or
heard of his wife since early in the
morning of February 5. He supposed
she hfid gone to Bernice Miller, her
professional acquaintance who lives in
Chicago. He said he considered that
he was quite entitled to tell Inspector
Drew that he had not pawned his
wife's valuables as . these had been
purchased with his money and he con-
sidered them his. Crippen admitted
that no time had been lost in estab- -
lishing Miss Leneve in his home. Miss
Leneve stepped into the house on
February 2, within 24 hours after
Crippen's wife had disappeared. The
witness said she had resolved to go
away on July 9, after realizing that
suspicion would be directed against
him, as he feared he might be arrest-
ed and jailed until his wife was found.
He also wished to spare Miss Leneve
and persuaded her to disguise herself
and leave London.
Same Testimony.
London, Oct. 21. The witness was
plied with questions by Lord Justice
Alverstone and Mr. Muer regarding
his use of hyoscin poison in the pre-
scription which it is alleged caused
the death of Belle Elmore. Crippen
said he had not purchased any before
or after the occasion asserted by the
crown. He cottfd not name any pa-
tient for sfnom he had prescribed
hyosclnHe suggested that the hu-
man ujffts found in the cellar possibly
werarput there during one of the ab- -
fces of himself and Mrs. Crippen
from home.
Crippen on Point of Collapse.
London, Oct. 21. Crippen withstood
the ordeal but .when he returned to
the prisoner's dock he was on the
point of collapse. The defense rested
today and the" case will go to the-jut- f,
tomorrow. -
DIVORCE COURTS KEEP
" ON GRINDING.
Woman Leaves Husband Because He
Lost Fortune in Gambling Dens
Seven in One Day.
Fort Collins, Colo., Oct. SI. Fol
lowing the financial statement that
covers the losses of A. J. Rockhill of
Loveland in Denver gambling dens,
according to testimony given by his
wife in the county court, on the
strength of which she obtained a di-
vorce:
Raised on personal note, which his
wife was compelled to indorse, $2,000.
Cash secured on sale of real estate,
$4,300.
Diamonds belonging to Mrs. Rock-hill- ,
valued at $1,000.
Diamond locket, secured from a
safe deposit vault, without Mrs. Rock-hill'- s
knowledge, valued at, $600.
Proceeds of sale of cement block
factory, established with Mrs. Rock-hill'- s
money, $2,000.
Mrs. Rockhill made an unsuccessful
effort a year ago to recover some of
her jewels from a Denver gambling
firm by legal proceedings. She de-
clared Rockhill lost $25,000 playing
the races and at other forms of gam-
bling. He owned several race horses.
He has left the state and he was not
represented at the hearing. The cou-
ple came to Loveland from Texas' sev-
eral years ago.
Seven in One Day.
Denver. Colo., Oct. 21. Six women
and one man were granted divorces
by Judge Dunn of the county court
yesterday. Katherine G. Liebig se-
cured her decree upon the grounds
that Clarence M. Liebig had deserted
her. Grace A. Maxwell charged Jack
T. S. Maxwell with mental cruelty.
Her cruelty charge against Charles
Franklin Pierce won Mrs. Odessa May
Pierce her divorce. Ada Shiessle
charged William F. with t.
A like charge against Francis S. Dor-se- y
secured Eleanor Gillen Dorsey a
decree. Harry H. Roberts was grant-
ed a divorce on a plea of desertion.
Albert Stephen has filed suit for di-
vorce in the district court against Nel-
lie Stephen. He charges cruelty and
desertion, and wishes the custody of
two of the couple's five children.
EPISCOPALIANS AND PRESBY-
TERIANS LEAD AT YALE,
New Haven, Conn., Oct. 21. Out of
the 298 members in the freshman
class at' Yale college, according to re
ligious statistics made public today,
eighty two are Episcopalians, while
the Congregational denomination
stands second with fifty-eigh- t. The
other denominations are given as fol-
lows:
Presbyterians 45, , Roman Catholic
19, Methodist 17, Baptist 14, Hebrew
13, Unitarian 5, Lutheran 4, Univer
salist 4, Methodist Episcopalian 3,
Evangelical 2, Christian Science 1, no
denomination registered 31.
ward promoted to the position of
bookkeeper. He remained as such for
four years.
In 1898 Mr. Roibal served as assist-
ant chief clerk of the council in the
MOUNTAINEERS RE--
LEASE MURDERER
John Moor, Under Sentence
to Be Electrocuted, Makes
His Escape
JAIL IS STORMED
Sheriff's Posse Is in Pursuit of
"" "
Rescuing Party and Blood- -
shed Feared.
Livingston, Va., Oct. 21. The
mountaineer friends of John Moore,
under sentence to be electrocuted for
the murder of Frank Howel, stormed
Nelson county Jail at one this morn-
ing and rescued the prioneer. He is
supposed to have been taken to the I
mountains and released, '
Seventy-Fiv- e Armed Men on Trail.
Lovington, Va., Oct." 21. Seventy-fiv- e
armed men formed the rescuing
party and Moore's cell was soon op-
ened and he was released. The party
rode away into the mountains. A sher-
iff's posse is now on his trail, but it is
believed that bloodshed will follow if
the rescuing party is overtaken.
MRS. HARRY PAYNE WHITNEY
DANCED SALOME DANCE.
Chicago, Oct. 21. The inner guard
of the Old Westbury, L. I., society col
ony is talking of the "function" at
Mrs. Thomas Hastings', country place
last night, the headline? of which was
a Salome dance by Mrs. Harry Payne
Whitney, who, with her husband, was
the guest of honor. S 4
Mrs. Whitney who was formerly
Miss Gertrude Vanderbilt, wore her
famous Oriental costume, including
baggy trousers. She glistened with
jewels worth a king's ransom.
Pi EMPLOYES
ILK T
Sympathy Strike Extends
From Pueblo, Colorado, to
St. Louis.
Twenty Five Hundred Boiler
makers and Blacksmiths
, I Join Machinists.
Kansas City, Oct. 21. All union
boilermakers, blacksmiths and , pipe
men of the Missouri, Pacific railroad
struck this morning in sympathy with
the machinists who have been out sev-
eral months. Fifteen hundred men
are involved. :
and 1910 and held other minor of- -
sioner without any opposition.
He is a business man who has won
the respect of both merchants and
customers and in his political life he
has made good.
REST PLEASES
CHICAGO S
Drizzling Rain and Cold
Cause Postpoment of
Game
QUAKER TEAM IS CONFIDENT
Captain Chance Hopes Day's
Idleness Will Prove the
Turning Point.
Li n.
uicago, uci. zi. ine game was
postponed until tomorrow at Chicago
on account of rain and cold.
Game Tomorrow.
Chicago, Oct. 21. The wet grounds
and drizzling rams caused a post- -
ponement today of the fourth game In
the world's baseball championship
series. It will be played off here to
morrow. Should Chicago win, the
fifth game will be fought out on the
local grounds also.
Rest is Welcome.
Chicago, Oct. 21. The announce-
ment was greeted with relief, if any
thing, by the Chicago fans, on the
theory that any possible change af
fecting their team in its present gloomy
position, can only be for the better.
Captain Chance said that a day of
Idleness might be the turning point
la the series. Connie Mack, however
accepted the delay, as merely a delay
of twenty-fou- r hours in annexing the
championship. ,
ANOTHER RECORD IN
TEMPERATURE YESTERDAY.
In 37 Years There Has Been Only One
October Day That Was
Colder.
Another record in temperature this
season was made this morning when
the mercury tumbled to 21 degrees
and rested at 22 degrees at 6 a. m.
Yesterday was a cold and rather dis-
agreeable day the streets were mud-
dy from the recent rain and snow and
those who walked or rode to get up a
good circulation complaine.1. of the
slush.
The maximum was 30 degrees and
the minimum at ' midnight was 24.
The average relative humidity was
77 per cent, the highest being 94 per
cent at 6 a. m. yesterday. The pre-
cipitation for the 24 hours ending at
E a. m. today was 0.06 of an inch of
rain. Describing the weather yester-
day, Bert Sloan, the weather expert,
said today:
"We were visited yesterday by a
light, moist snow, which began at 4:30
a. ra. and continued until 2 p. m. but
the snow melted almost as rapidly as
It fell on the warm ground and only a
trace remained by dusk. The maxi-
mum temperature for the day was re-
markably low, having reached only
30 degrees.
Record for 37 Years.
"This is as cold as it has been in
37 years during the month of Octo- -
degrees."
:. ber with one exception. That was on
' Elected Medical Examiner Dr. 23, 1906, when the mer-vi- d
Knapp, of this city, has been elect-- 1 cury fell to 29 degrees. It is very
ed medical examiner of the local lodge Tare for the maximum temperature
of the Brotherhood of American Yeo-- A,,rn, Dctnher to fall below 40 or 45
men which elected o meets last night,
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THE FORUM 1 K 7T
SKIN DISEASES
HUMORS IN THE BLOOD
Oysters Selects
SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES
YIELD TO ZEMO.
A CLEAR LIQUID PREPARATION
FOR EXTERNAL USE.
The Capital Pharmacy drug store is
so confident that ZEMO will rid the
skin or scalp of infant or grown per-
son of pimples, blackheads, dandruff,
eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives,
Nature has made ample provision j
Poultry
Fruit
Vegetables
Latest Fad From the Arizona Consti-
tutional Convention.
Mr. Editor: The following clipping
is from your Phoenix dispatch, report-
ing the proceedings of the constitu-
tional convention, now in session
there.
"A most interesting constitutional
proposal advanced today was that no
law adopted by the initiative and ref-
erendum should be declared uncon-
stitutional."
This is perfectly logical and in Har
in the moisture and sunshine ol tne
air for the outward protection and
healthy condition of the skin. But
the more important work of nourish-
ing the cuticle has been left to an in-
ward source the blood. It is from
the circulation that the pores and
glands receive their stimulus, and
the fibrous tissues are all preserved
in a healthful state because of con-
stant- Tintrimptit snnnlied hv theblood.
ivy poison or any other form of skin
or scalp eruption, that they will give
your money back if you are not entire-
ly satisfied with the results obtained
from the use of ZEMO.
STRAWBERRIES EVERY FRIDAY
20c the box. 2 boxes 35c. The first application will give
prompt relief and show an improve-
ment and in every instance where
mony with the revolutionary ideas em It is only when the circulation be- -' olsd Lomtort Inbodied in the "initiative and referenjduni". Ever since the adoption of the
federal constitution, and the estab- -j QUINCES FOR JELLY lishnient of the judiciaries of the coun
conies infected with humors or acids
that we are troubled with skin affec-
tions. The humors producing- these
troubles are carried through the cir-
culation direct to the skin, and their
irritating: or inflammatory effect re- -
used persistently, will destroy the
germ life, leaving the skin in a clean,
healthy condition.
Let us show you proof of some re-
markable cures made by Zemo and
give you a 32 page booklet now to pre-
serve the skin. The Capital Pharma-
cy Drug Store.
try. every good, thoughtful citizen has
regarded their decisions with patriotic
reverence. When cases have been
11 inter Grocery Co. S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases, becauseit is the greatest of all blood purifiers.It goes into the circulation and That's what we promise you if you
pending in court, men have waited pa-- !
tiently until the courts of last resort
years, after which they moved to
regarded as final. That was the sen-
sible American course of procedure,
Hut now comes the proposition to rad
visit our store for a pair of RegalTelephone No. 40.Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. I'llREMOVES theacids and humors
which are causTHE DAILY BOW IIP.WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES
Shoes.
Regal leathers never "bum"ing
the trouble, j S'S of
FRtGAL
ically change air that, and to deprive
the Judiciary of its proper functions,
by declaring that "No law adopted by
the "initiative aiid referendum shall
be declared unconstitutional." in the
impossible event of such a political
heresy being embodied in the Arizona
THE COWBOY'S RETURN.
(Rorodore Theovelt in Leslie's.)
bu i 1 d s up the
weak, acrid
blood, and com-
pletely cures Ec
your feet. Regals give you a
snug, easy fit no pinching, no loose
zema. Acne, Tet- - jI J rubbing. Whether you are rs
I V 11
Backward, turn backward, oil, Time,
with your wheels,
Aeroplanes, wagons and automobiles,
Dress me once more in sombrero that
flaps
sCALL A: SEE constitution, and its being approved! ier, out
tuieum ;
by Congress and the President, we can' pimpks, rashes, aud all eruptions of
easily imagine what anarchy and con- - j the skin. When S. S. S. tas driven i
or out-door- s, standing cr walking
fusion would be the natural result. In out inenumors every sjmpiSpurs, and a flannel shirt, slicker ami
nourished all day long, Regals are always
comfortable always stylishall probability the
next steps would away, the skin is againchaps.THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF . . with cooling, healthful blood, naturalbe the abolition of the judicial, exPut a or two in my hand.
A
it'tyliih,
Mens
Regal
etutive, and legislative branches 0f evaporation is renewed, and the skinbecomes soft and smooth. Book onShow me a yearling to rope and to the government and the establishmentbrand.
the j Skin Diseases and medical advice free.
and serviceable.
$350 $400 $450 $500
of a pure democracy, such asOut where the sage brush is dusty and
Athenians had before the Christian
gray.
rrTpmJrm SELIGMAN BROS, COMPANY.
era. Much fault has been found by
certain persons, with that clause in
the enabling act which provides for
the submission of the new constitu
time keeping ability is perfect and
the owners expect from It many more
' years of service.
Make me a cowboy again for a day.
Give me a broncho that knows bow to
dance,
Diamonds, vtches. Clucks
Jewelry. Silverware, Deco-
rated China. Novelties,
Leather anil Leather Knotty
Goods.
Buckskin of color and wicked of
glance.
HEATING STOVES THAT HEATNew to the feeling of bridles and bits.Give me a quirt that will sting where
tions to Congress and the President
lor their approval or otherwise; but in j OMAHA MAKES COMPARA-vie-
of the above proposition, we caul TIVELY SMALL GAIN,
see the wisdom of said clause in the; Washington, Oct. 21. Population
enabling act, because such an an-- ' statistics of the thirteenth census
archistic abomination could never e issued for the following cities:
tain said appropavol. People like thelomaha, Neb., 124,096, an increase of
Democratic majority in the Arizona 21,541, or 21 per cent, over 102,555 in
it bits,
Strap on the poncho behind in a roll,
Pass me the lariat, dear to my soul,
Over the trail let me gallop away,S, Spitz MANUFACTURERJEWELIR Make jne a cowboy again for a day. convention, by their actions provethemselves utterly unfit for admissionto the glorious sisterhood of states.
Yours for our present form of Re-
publican government.
A. L. MORRISOX.
Thunder of hoofs on the range as you
ride,
Hissing of iron, and smoking of hide.
Bellow of cattle, and snort of cayuse,
Shorthorns from Texas as wild as the
Is the kind you get
f you buy from us,
You will also get a
heater that w i 1 "
born less fuel and
radiate more hat
than aoynther make
on the market.
1900. South Omaha, Neb., 26,250, an
increase of 25S or 1 per cent over 26,-00- 1
in 1900. Zainesville, Ohio, 2S.020,
an increase of 4,488, or 19.1 per cent,
over 23,538 in 1900. Nashville, Tenn.,
1110,364, an increase of 29,499, or 36.5
per cent, over 80,865 in 1900. Colum-
bus, Ind., 8,818, compared with 8,130
in 1900. Oak Park, 111., 19,444. Shen-
andoah, Pa., 25,774, an increase of
or 26.8 per cent, over 20,321 in
1900. Norristown, Pa., 27,875, an in-
crease of 5,610, or 25.2 per cent, over
22,265 in 1900.
IfFROM NEW MEXICO TO.BATTERY D. REUNION.TAXWRUIST TANNER & FURRIER deuce;
Midnight stampede, and the milling rft
herds, Henry W. Boutwell Makes Long Trip
Yells of the cowmen too angry for From the South- -
words, west. v. k A
Right in the thick of it ail I would
stay, Gouverneur, N. 1., Oct. 21. Henry
HIV ERY DESCRIPTION OK WORK IN OUR LINE DONK TO ORDER
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send (or prices for tanning and llnind'furs and hides for tags and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
FRANK F. GORMLEY
GENERAL ME ROHAN DISK
Make me a cowboy again for a ctay. w. Houtwell, ot bocorro, w. ft!., nas FIFTH WIFEHIS
, been sepnding a few days in town call- -
Under the d canopy vast, mg on some ow tns 01a comraaes ot
Campfire and coffee and comfort at Battery D, First New York Light Ar- -
iast tiliery, alter an absence of 30 years,
SANTA KK.N.M, ' 436 CANONROAD (Bacon that sizzles and crisps in' the all of which time he has spent in the19PHONEBLACK
ASKS FOR DIVORCE.
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 21. "Alii
ances of the heart are at best a
gamble.
"Every man craves a mate a beau-
tiful feminine soul that can fit into
his own and supply that which he
lacks.
"Every man makes mistakes in life.
pan j southwest.
After the roundup smells good to aj Mr. Boutwell wrs born m wnna,
Our line is cbmpopprl f the Ct 1 b"flfrri
(Coles Hot Blast) which burns ccal or
wood equally well.
Come in and let us point out to you the
superiorty of the Coles.
man ) Jefferson county, but when young
Stories of ranchers and rustlers re-- . r.is parents located in tne town 01
told , Antwerp, where they' lived several Some make them in business andOver the pipes as the embers grow, were reacnea, ana tneir decisions were others in affairs of the heart. MyMULLIGAN & RISING I cold Russell, this county, ana it was iromThese are the times that old memories the latter town that Henry enlisted
turrn rioplay,Make me a cowboy again for a day. "HARiWARE C0.& We have it.Hit's Hardware ihoneNo. uhoneNo. 14.and served with distinction in thefamous battery, being a sergeant. Onhis way east Mr. Boutwell stopped at
Hamilton, Mo., where his brother
Enos has long resided, and both came
mistakes have been of the latter
class."
This philosophy, outlined today by
Charles Dwight Collom, assistant sec-
retary of the California-Portlan- d Ce-
ment Company, who is sued by his
fifth wife, Mrs. Grace Mattison Collom,
for separate maintenance, tells in
brief a history of his quintet ot un
i Typhoid Fever at Willard Mrs.Dee Pedrick, editor of the WillardFuneral Directors &
Lic3iised Embalmers at to Copenhagen, where another brotherRecord, is ill with typhoid fever
WHOLESALE
AIS D RETAc130 RED 125 PAIiAOH.AVEDAY NIGHTPHONE
Willard, Torrance county. ' resides. Mr. Boutwell lett tnis niorn- -
Poiso'ned by Condensed Mllk-T- he! hB for Copenhagen where he will
infant child of Mr. and Mrs. R. Rob-- i spend a few days, but will return here
attend the 23rd anual reunion ofertson, died at Estancia. from the ef-t- o
fects of taking condensed milk that! the Battery D Association of this
vil-ha- il
bennme nnisoned or infected in lage.
happy marriages, and that underlying
force of his nature which drives him
on inquest of the woman mirrored in
his soul his mate.
PICTURE FR AftilnG TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DONE.
Lump
RATON
YANKEE
CERR1LLOSScreened"'some manner.
CLOCKED TICKED tUK
Appointive Grand Lodge Officers j 300,000 HOURS. Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smilhirg Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. I'epot.
The following are tne appointive omc- - j
ers of the Grand Lodge A. P. & A. M. Famous Time piece at San Antonio,
of New Mexico, which convened this Texas, Has Been Removed to a
week at Roswell: Grand caplain, I. j
'
New Location.
W. Dwire, Taos; senior grand deacon,
C. J. Crandall, of Santa Fe; junior San Antonio Texas. Oct. 21 After
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85
NICK YANNPS
SHOE SHOP
24 E SAN FRANGISCO ST
Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All hinds of Garden and Fkld Seeds.
Telephone 85
grand deacon, Raleigh S. Hare, Las ticking nearly 300,000 hours and 17 2
Cruces; grand marshal, W. D. Beals, j million minutes, the famous old Com-o-f
Hillsboro; senior grand steward, merce street clock has been removed
Benjamin W. Randall; junior grand to another location and its passing to
steward, A. C. Raithel, of Deming; .another street was watched by hun-gran- d
tyler, Paul Teutsch, of Albu-jdred- among them representatives of
querque- grand sword bearer, J. P. two generations of lawyers who have
Men's half-sole- s (nailed) - - 75c
Ladies' half soles - - - - 50c
Rubber heels ...... f,0c
FIRST CLASS WORK
GUARANTEED.LEO HERSCH
SOLE AGENTS FOR
International Stock Food
Wholesale and Rttail Dealers in
,
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Salt and Ms
McXulty, Cerrillos.
ABSTRACT REAL ESTATl IISSURA1VCE
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstrac- t- Mo you know whether
. you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?
Furnished ty
' THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT
ance Agency
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Black 76
New and Interesting Change of Pro
set their watches by the great gilded
hands of the huge time piece. During
ithe 33 years it has been Incessantly
ticking away the time of day and night KERR'Sgram at the Elks' tonight. "The GoldNecklace,". "How Hubby Got a Raise,"
"An Arizona Romance " and "Base
ball." That's all.
in sunshine and rain, winter and sum-- I
mer, many millions of eyes have look-;e- d
at its two faces to learn the hour
and up and down Commerce street
and from the offices fronting on the
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss. historic old main plaza have gone as
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For id yeart the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in SantaJFe.
OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
SATISFACTION ASSURED
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that many expressions of regret as though
he is senior partner of the firm of the clock had a human personality, a
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business friend whose departure will be miss-i- n
the City of Toledo, County and ed.
l3h.CV I INI? THEODOREFIRST CUSS rrvivrv 1 .v n lorriok Prop
State aforesaid, and that said firm The clock will accompany the
nav the sum of ONE HUNDRED moval ot a large jewelry firm to itsHACK SERVICE ZTtL W and Saddle Horses DOLLARS for each and every case of i new location in the latest San
that cannot be cured by the tonio the Gunter office
iiso nf Hall's Patnrrh c.nra building on Houston street. For two
is guarante d to cure, (not only
relieve, Dsndruff, iallinf hair &
other scaip irritations. We also
car ry a c .Dip'.ete Jine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE &
days during the moving it enjoyed its
first vacation in 33 years. During
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Sumes, Saddle Horses
Call up 'Phone 8
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
this time there have been 12,053 days
of labor for the massive time piece, BATHS BATHS BATHS
DIAMONDS
b Qu YQHTZ WATCHES
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before mt and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember, A. D., 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal) Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
and in this time It ticked away just
289,272 hours. The exact number of
minutes number 17,356,320 and when
the number of seconds are counted
thev co Into the billion mark. When
MANUFACTURER OP f
RlghtPrlces MfYirAN PI I ir.DFF Eyw Twtod and RATES RIGHT.Right Goods " Fined b, llp.10.JEWELRY
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. FHONB RED 122.
the clock was stopped it had tickedData MethodRight Servto
J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 1,031,247 seconds.F. CHAS. CLOSSONThe clock is admitted Den Baspar AvenueSold by all druggists, 75c.Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
I Cut Glass, China and Silverware
San FrancUco St SAMTA FE, N. M.jjg45 being
a weight machine and having
attachments long out of date, but 'ts
issi
WW.?WL Do you Send for the doctor vvnenthere is sickness in the house?
BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULT
ZOOK'S PHARMACY prV 'r7 l.,icr he is tne one who, through study andtraining, is best fitted to treat the illness fttf Diicinocc
i to compound scientificallyUUr tjUSlilCbS the medicine your doctor or- -
ers. And we are the best fitted through education, ex- -
erience, and facility, to do his biddind.; v..-essfu- lly. THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.
V-
-
V -
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; proposition for the restriction of cor-- j
GAPiTALNEW BROTHERHOOD
that it was a barren desert, with alka-
li water, sand storms, snakes; that
the only thing that grew here was
prickly pears and cactus. You can im
j I orations. It is provided that char-- j
ters shall be granted only by general
r
agine my surprise when 1 gazed on the!
law and not by special acts. I'rovis
ion is made for the taxation of recip-- j
ients of such charters. All charters
.in force at present shall remain in
. i I., i ii l
FIFTY YEARSEORGANIZED V. S. Bank and Trust Company's win-
dow and saw that beautiful, that won-
derful display of home grown fruits
j the new order of things within twelve
mnnthu rnrnnratiina mncf ctw-- in
and vegetables, large in size, glowing
ln color and full of lusciousness. Proposition to Keep It
Phoenix, Submitted to
Arizona Convention
American Yeomen Installed
New Elected Officers
Last Night
A POPULAR VERDICT.
Based on Evidence of Santa Fe People
Grateful thousands tell it
How weak backs were made strong,
Weak kidneys made well
Urinary disorders corrected.
Santa Fe people add their testi-
mony.
They gladly praise Doan's Kidney
Pills.
For quick relief and lasting cures.
Santa Fe evidence is now complete.
Santa Fe testimony is confirmed;
Report3 of early relief substantiated.
Cures doubly proved by test of
time.
Let a Santa Fe citizen speak.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon St.,
Santa Fe, N. M., says:
"The public statement I gave in fa-
vor of Doan's Kidney Pills In 1902
still holds good. For four or five
the business for which they are sup-
posed to be formed. Foreign corpo-
rations shall not be permitted to do
anything under charters issued to
them by the laws of the state of Ari-
zona which they are not allowed to
do at home, and corporations who are
debarred from business in their home
states cannot secure one here. There
shall be no fictitious increase of
PROBATE COURT IS ATTACKEDFARMER LAUDS NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
ArmT Officers Detailed by War
Armr Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Grc&t
amouot of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School lu the Union, located
on the beautiful Pecos VaPey the garden
spot of tbe West 1.1 an e'evatlco of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Ittie rain or sno'--i during session.
Eleven Officers, and Instructors, all gradu-
ates from nardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern tp all respects.
RE(ENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
(j, Bamllfoa, Vice President; i. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W, M. Atkinson Secrelary, and W
A Flnlay
For particulars aut .illustraieO catalogue
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
j
It Is to Be Abolished If Delegate
"Tne Whole Cheese."
"N"ow I want to say right here that
we in Michigan thought we were 'it',
but now that I have lived in New Mex-i- (
o, seen its sky and landscape, tasted
its exhilii;;ting air, drank its water
of melted snow, and seen its rich pro-
ducts. I want to say, boys. that New
Mexico 'is the whole cheese.' (Ap-
plause).
"In minerals, you have any state
skinned to a frazzle; and the advan-
tages of this commonwealth are as in-
numerable as the sands of the sea
shore. I am glad therefore that I am
a citizen of Santa Fe, that ancient
city that sat in state and wielded the
fit' n, y '
. si ,7T,
I Airl."'..l. "...
Says It Has Such Advantages
That He Will Never Leave
It Alive.
Ingraham Has His
Way. stock and bonded indebtedness shallnot be increased for fun, but only
j when a good reason for it has been
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 21. To the shown. Provision is made for the
casual observer, it appears that there fiIinS of suits against foreign corpo-i-s
no reason why the constitutional i rations. This may be done within the
convention should not quit presenting Jurisdiction of the agent of the cor- -
years I was subject to attacks of The Brotherhood of American Yeo- -
backache which were so severe at men organized a local homestead last
times that I was unable to work. I
night with 42 charter members. Thetried various remedies said to be
cures for troubles such as I had, but meeting for orKanization was held at
nothing benefited me until I procured Delgado's hall. It is said (hat this
Kidney Pills. They promptly ciety is ,he f0ur,h in point of mem-prove- d
their worth and effected a bQ q fraternal 0I.ders oi bugi.
.pnr whiph has. hppn nprmanpnt. MV
scepter of government before Denver propositions, lick its present material . poration or within that of the plain
on hand into shape and commit the tm-
constitution to providence, the presi-- J Altogether this proposition gives it
dent and the Congress ami await re- -' to foreign corporations in the neck, Superintendent.
or Los Angeles were thought of; I
intend to live here all my life and the
only way that I will Jeave your city
is when I wear a wooden overcoat
made under the direction of my friend
Mulligan. (Laughter).
suits. and if it should be engrafted upon thePills ness in tne nited States, as it has aexperience with Doan's Kidney , Forty-fou- r propositions have been constitution, this territory would lose
introduced redeeming every pledge,
"Now as to the lodge. I will do wise or foolish, mde in the course of RIDE IN THE MOONeverything in my power to make it.tbe hist campaign. There would be
has been so gratifying that I gladly membership ol 14j,omj and a reserve
recommend them." I fund of nearly $2,000,000. This show- -
For sale by all dealers. Price 50,ing hag ))een ma(Je ln ,he shor(. .iod
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,; years. State Manager!. V.New York, sole agents for the United !f
States. ' Farmer instituted the local organic
Remember the name Doan's and j tion and installed the following ofil-tak- e
no other. leers who were elected:
time hold for foreign corporations, le-
gitimate and wildcat.
The proposition seeks to prevent
monopolies and trust; agreements as
to price and limitations of production.
It would stop campaign contribution
if there were ever any in Arizona. Nor
no trouble in amicably adjusting such
differences as exist and then there
would be a constitution which would
be the wonder of the ages, the admi-
ration of Oklahomans, and an object
the banner lodge of New Mexico and
further, I shall endeavor to secure
the state conclave for your city. I
shall personally conduct the field
work, in the production of new busi-
ness and I shall at once launch into a
campaign characterized' by vigor and
vim for a class adoption of one hun-
dred members." (Prolonged applause.)
of reverence to the Oregonians. w ould there be any blacklisting.Past foreman, Ramon L. Baca; lion-Deaths Reported at Albuquerque orable foreman, Charles C. Richie;
Mrs. Carlota Garcia, the wife of Jus-- j Master of Ceremonies, George M. Kin-tic- e
Garcia, died in child birth at Al- - j sell ; correspondent, Daisy Farmer;
buquerque. She was aged 20 years, j
Henry Madril, the four year old son of '
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Madril, died of
j In this mass or propositions there is Mr. Jones of Maricopa offered a
not everything bad. Yesterday was pioposition relating to general elec-
ta great day for the redemption ol Hons. It is provided that they shall
pledges and Alfred Franklin of Mail- - be held every two years and state and
co pa performed his share. He intro- - county officers shall hold their terms
pneumonia at Albuquerque.
duced two propositions, providing for j for two years. There shall be no spe-th- e
separate submission of the ques- - cial elections except to fill vacancies,
tions of woman suffrage and state-- Justices of the supreme court, judges,
wide prohibition. and corporation commissioners shall
By a coincidence, about the time of lje voted for on a separate ballot, theirLADIDBTmm 30 H. P. $1,500We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
the offering of the prohibition proposi- - names arranged in alphabetical order
tion there was received from Super-'an-d without designation as to party,
intendent Burke of the anti-saloo- n Mr. Jones also introduced a brief
league a telegram from Graham coun-- ! proposition relating to primary elec- - SVNTA FE GARAGE Palace Ave.
ty saying that the upper Gila had gone tions in which it is provided that
bv a big majoritv. pression may be taken as to choice of
For Best Laundry Work
basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday aDd Friday.
AGENCY" at O.K. Barber Shop
Mrs FO. BROWN Aent
Phone No. 23 Red
candidates for United States senator.
Mr. Short of Yuma fired a whole
wad of propositions into the conven-
tion relating to civil service for state
' .ail-- - IrVtemployes; fixing the date of the be
tjji j .ginning of elective terms; providingfor a railroad commission of three
members elected for six-yea- r terms,
The recall received some attention.
Mr. Weinberger introduced a proposi-
tion on that subject. It provides that
an office holder may be given a sec-
ond run for his money on the peti-
tion of 23 per cent of the voters of the
slate, county or municipality which
elected him. But the official, what-
ever may have been his enormity in-
dicating his unfitness for office, can-
not be recalled until he has served
six months, long enough presumably
to recoup himself for his campaign
expenses. At the same time of his
attempted recall nominations may be
the duties of the commission, to be
fixed by the legislature; providing for
the introduction of legislative meas-
ures, and relating to roads and bridg
es.
Mr. Ingraham, also of Yuma, intro-
k i ' ' -f 'J
v.
duced a proposition relating to labor
and corporations, providing that 3S&
WOODY'S HACK LINE
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the- arrival ol
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
v&Ty T3a.lx dsaeto Fit
F RE $5.00
: 1. 1.1 fx filed for the office which may become!vacant and at the same election the stockholders shall be responsible in
dividually for services performed. Oth
er propositions by Mr. Ingraham were
as follows: Relating to public serv-
ice corporations, no franchise forT ; e;.
which shall be given except by a ma-
jority vote of qualified voters; relat-
ing to corporations under the terrii i -
tory, whose franchises shall be givenV: V-- t
for not more than twenty years, but"ft i ,. pi"'--.
i - may be extended for a like period,
the stockholders to be individuallyDon't Do It Yourself. A :
liable in suits for damages. The kind that grows with your libraryMr. Webb introduced a proposition
relating to the government of coun that will fit practically any space that
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
ties, cities and towns. This proposi-
tion rather provides for a validation
of the existing laws, with a few
changes.
Mr. Crutchfield introduced a propo
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
sition relating to education, provid
bookcase made. Fitted with non-bindin- g, roller-bearin- g
doors ; base units furnished with or withouting that public schools shall be non-
sectarian but that the Bible may be drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call andread in the schools.
F. W. FARMER
State Manager of Brotherhood of American Yeomen Which Organized a
Homestead in Santa Fe Last Night After Which Mr. Farmer Delivered
An Address on the Wonders of New Mexico.
a ur
see them or send for. catalog 105 with interior
Mr. Orme presented a proposition
with relation to elections, not greatly
altering the existing laws except in
To -- "' ' ml
or " views showing rarranEfimeot jnjibrary .parlor, etcone particular, the educational quali
fication which is not to apply to perRESOURCES OF LONE
STAR STATE GREAT. sons who are not already voters. It
is provided that the first state elec New Mexican Printing CompanySole Agents, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
nominee receiving the highest num-
ber of votes is to fill the vacancy.
Sidney Osborn of Maricopa present-
ed another recall proposition. It also
provides for a petition signed by 2b
per cent of the voters of his bailiwick.
According to Mr. Osliorn's plan the
ballot shall set forth in not more than
250 words the officer's alleged offense.
If within five days after the proceed-
ings are begun, the officer should re-
sign to save his bacon, the machin-
ery will be stopped and the fire pulled.
It occurred to Mulford Winsor of
Yuma that there was more room in
the initiative and referendum depart-
ment and he accordingly presented
another proposition which does not
differ greatly from some of those pre-
sented the day beiore. Eight per
cent of the voters shall sign the peti-
tion for the initiative and 5 per cent
for the referendum.
A fellow servants' proposition was
offered by Judge Baker, in which it
is stated:
"The common law doctrine of fel-
low servant so far as it affects the
liability of the master for injuries to
his servant resulting from the acts or
omissions of any other servant or
servants of the common master is
abrogated as to every employe of ev-
ery railroad company and every street
railway company or interurban rail-
way company and of every person,
firm or corporation engaged in mining
in this state, and every such employe
shall have the same right to recover
for every injury suffered by him for
the acts or omissions of any other em-
ployes of the common master or em-
ployes of the common master that a
servant would have if such acts or
omissions were those of the master
himself, in the performance of a non-
assignable duty."
There were nearly a dozen other
propositions at the morning session
relating to railroad passes, the loca-
tion of the capital at Phoenix for the
next fifty years and some others.
Late in the day, Mr. Cassidy of
Maricopa gave notice that he would
try to amend the rules so that no
proposition could be submitted after
October 31, except by the standing
committees. It does not take much of
a prophet to foretell what will hap-
pen to this repressive movemejit.
tion need r.ot be held under such a
constitutional provision as is propos
Fuel Supply Almost as Great as That
of New Mexico and Exceeds
Twenty Billion Tons. ed. That provision is hardly neces
sary inasmuch as the enabling act
prescribes the form of that election.
You are sure to make a blunder of
it and maybe spoil something. Besides
you will lose more time than you can
afford in trying to clean or press' your
own clothes. Send them to us and
the job will be done easily, quickly,
thoroughly and economically. Besides,
it will be seen by your friends that
it was done by a professional and not
an amateur. Is not that worth
thing.
Julius Muralter, Tailor.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
Mr. Orme also offered a proposition
relating to charitable institutions
which may be supported by the state
under the direction of a state board
of charities and reforms.
Mr. Cassidy presented a proposition
relating to the distribution of power
among the legislative, executive and
judicial branches of the government.
Rtibbe? Stamps!
master of accounts, Claudius j. Neis;
chaplain, Dr. Clarence O. Harrison;
overseer, Joseph T. Sandoval; watch-
man, Seferino Baca; sentinel, David
Gonzales; guard, Bernard J. Mulli-
gan.
Board of managers: Charles G.
Richie, George M. Kinseli, Daisy Farm-
er. C. J. Neis and Dr. C. O. Harrison.
Next business was the naming of
the local homestead. R. L. Baca made
a vigorous speech, teeming with me-
taphors and pleasing similes. He
complimented State Manager Farmer
on the good work he had done and
said that the securing of such a rep-
resentative body of citizens was proof
positive of it. Mr. Baca said that he
thought each and every member would
voice his sentiments by naming the
homestead F. W. Farmer Homestead
No. 2879 of Santa Fe, N. M. The mo-
tion of Mr. Baca was carried by a ris-
ing vote, and midst wild applause.
Speeches were then made by Messrs.
Richie, Kinseli, M. F. Dunlavy, Neis
and finally by State Manager Farmer
who delivered the final address which
was listened to with keen interest.
Mr. Farmer in looks and gestures
has much of the manner of the Peer-
less Orator of Lincoln, Nebraska, and
his voice is under fine control.
.. Mr. Farmer's Speecn.
That was all the propositions for one
day.
Mr. Cobb's proposed amendment toWe Have Built Up rule 52 of the standing rules was tak
Austin, Texas, Oct. 21. Significant
figures which go to show that so far
as- - Texas is concerned there is little
fear of exhausting her natural resourc-
es for many generations to come, have
been issued by Dr. Wm. D. Phillips,
director of the bureau of economic
geology of the University of Texas.
In a statement of the coal resources
of this state he says: "The latest es-
timate of the original supply of bitu-
minous coal in Texas show that we
have 8,1100,000,000 tons and of lignite
23,000,000,000 tons or a total fuel sup-
ply of 31,000,000,000 tons. If we al-
low that each ton of fuel mined repre-
sents a loss of one and one-hal- f tons,
the loss of coal and lignite is 27,299,-37-6
tons, an insignificant proportion
of the original supply. During the
last 26 years the loss of fuel has been
so small, compared with the original
supply, as to be quite negligible in
any estimates affecting the situation
The workable coal area may be taken
as 8,200 square miles, with an addi- -
WHEN YOU FINO YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINE8S,
A RUBBER STAMP WILL 8AVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME. BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
en up. It was proposed that in the
submission of propositions there
should be Inserted a statement as to
the name of the state from whose
laws or constitution such proposition
had been taken, if any. Mr. Ellinwood
offered an amendment, suggesting that
there should be an annotation relat-
ing to the part of the constitution or
the paragraph of the law that had
been drawn upon, that the proposition
might be followed through court deci-
sions. An extended argument ensued
in which Messrs. Winsor and Frank
Some of the members of the conven-
tion have not yet decided which of the
tional area of 5,300 square miles thatMr. Farmer's speech was one of
those right from the shoulder affairs, ; may contain workable seams.
many kinds of toothpowder they will
endeavor to prescribe for the use of
the people of Arizona. That will have
to be done to the end that the conven
which made up by its apparent sin- - "Since the year 1884 the production
cerity what it might have lacked in , of coal and lignite in Texas has been
PRICE-LIS- T
One-lin-e Stamp, not over 2 2 Inchea ng 15
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 2 Inches long 20c.
Eacr. additional line on stamp, 15.
One-lin- e Stamp, over 3 and not ov er 5 Inch long 25e
Each additional line on aame stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e 8tamp, over 5 Inchea long, per Inch I5e.
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved linta on Stamp count at two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25 extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-ha-lf inch Inch In tiz, w chaVeje for on
line for each one-ha-lf Inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
lin opposed both the resolution and
amendment. Mr. Ingraham suggested
an amendment by which he thought
that the general idea of the resolution
might be of assistance to the commit-
tee having charge of the proposition.
His amendment was accepted by Mr.
Ellinwood and was in turn accepted
by Mr. Cobb. The subject went to a
epigrammatic style. He said: 118,199,584 tons. Since that time the tion may not fall Into that sin of com
mission to which President Roosevelt
directed the attention of the states
our Paint business ty giving only the
best grades for a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It'
is made of the best White Lead end
well-groun- d colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily ami smooth-
ly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade in the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good as two of other
kinds.
Charles W. Dudrow
men of Oklahoma when he signed
their constitution with many grimaces
of displeasure.
But there are many other questions
besides that of .toothpowder to be set
vote but though it received a majority
it failed of the necessary two-third-
"Honorable Foreman and Archers: Production of coal has been 10,767,866
I assure you that I feel mightly hon-iton- Jal"ed at $22,598,544, or an aver-ore-
in homestead aSe of abut a ton at the mines-afte-your naming your
your humble servant. I am During 4he same period the produc-please- d
to think that my work in your tio,n 5 hte ha8 ben 5,488,218 tons,
midst has been satisfactory. I am too aloued at H.W.830, r an average of
.8 cents a ton at the mines. Duringfull of gratitude to say any more on
this subject. Therefore I will merely j these fifteen years the production of
state that I was informed when has increased so that for each
!ton mined in 1895 there were 3.17 tonspointed to take charge of your state
A clash over the question whether
the federal territorial officials had any
supervisorial authority over the finan-
cial part of the constitutional conven-
tion enlivened the session of the conmined in 1909. In the year 1895 the
Local Dater any town and date for Ms
Ledger Dater month, day and year In ', 50
Regular line Dater T. 35
Definance Model Band C::;r f.M
tled before the proposers will consent
to such a deprivation of power and
privilege as is contemplated by Mr.
Cassidy.
The afternoon session was opened
by the presentation of a petition by
Mr. Ingraham of the judicial element
of Yuma county, relative to a superior
court system similar to that which
j average value of the coal mined was
$2.22 and in 1909, $2.37.
, "The production of lignite increas-ie- d
muchmore rapidly than that of
'
coal. For each ton of lignite mined in
Fac-8ml- le Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut 1.50
vention yesterday.
Territorial Secretary Young pre-
cipitated the discussion by announc-men- t
that he would not pay for the
printing of proposals of constitutional
articles unless the printing contract
was first submitted to him for sanc
1895 there were mined 4.75 tons InJ has prevailed in California for a gen-
eration. It is desired by the petition
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF THE
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
WE HAVE A FEW MORE OUTLINE MAVAJ0 RUGS
THAT WE ARE 6L0SIN6 OUT TO MAKE ROOM FOR
0URNEW STOCK.
1909, the value per ton for the
spective years being 90 cents and tion. He said his attitude was baseders that the probate court should be
abolished as useless and unnecessary
Pearl Check Protector 1.50
SELF-INKIN- STAMP PADS.
10 cents; 2x3 14, 15 tints; 2 25 cents; 2 4,
15 cents; 3 50 cents; 4 75 cents. t
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDKE9S
fJEW F(EXICA)S PRipTipG C3.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
on Instructions from Secretary Bal-llng-
of the Interior department.
A committee of three attorneys se-
lected from among the delegates
and that the functions of that court
be lodged in the superior or county
court. One of his many excellent
82.8 cents." -
The workable lignite area is given
as 68,500 square miles. The coal and
lignite area in Texas, . proven and
probable, is almost as large as the en-
tire state of Missouri.Blankets
rendered an opinion that the territo-
rial officials had nothing to do but pay
the bills approved by the constitu- -
Baskets
New Management
Curios - -
S, E, Comer of Plazi,
characteristics is its elasticity. The
petition was referred to the judiciary
committee.
Next, that redoubtable corporation
baiter, E. E. Ellinwood, presented a
H you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad. (Continued on Page Six.)
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THIS IS GOOD SENSE.SANTA E NEW MEXICAN A GHASTLY TOLL.A form of typhoid fever is prevalent J. B. HAD, Casbiei.FRf M KlcKAhE, Assistant tastier
R. J. PALEK. Presided.
L. A, HUGHES,
The school census indicates that the
is that an agricultural state builds its
prosperity pn a more substantial foun- -
dation than a mere mininw commun-
ity.
ntl rtViir tha cmitliu'Ofit tilts fall ns it
valley has lost materially in.Entancla j ,g fa) after & mg seQ Qfpopulation the past twelve months. drouth. Its origin seems climatic,
i The traveling men report that lmsl- - just as much as malaria, and some
"HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, FRANK P. STURCiES,
Editor and President. Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFrER. Secretary-Treasure-
Kntered as Seoond Class Matter at the S'uita Fe Postofflce.
physicians have called it mountain FRATERNAL SOCIETIESness in the valley is exceedingly dull
malaria. No city or town of New
The first Ikfaa! Bank
OF SANTA Fl.
fh Oldest Banking Institution in
Mow I'Sexis. Established in 1370
and already rumors of destitution j Mexico geems ex;mpt from It and in MASONIC.
among dry farmers in that section, i most cases the water supply is
are being circulated. Many, who had ed, although it is more likely that un- -
sanitary conditions and the dry, dust- -the means, have left their farms to go
Daily, six months by mall $3.50
Weekly, per year 2.00
Weekly, six months 1.00
Weekly, per quarter 50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Oally per week by carrier 25
Daily, per month, by carrier 75
Daily, per mon'i, by mail 65
Dally, per year, by mail 7.00
laden air are the cause. Blood tests
"Home," incidentally giving Jew Jiex- - weI1 knownmade on,y tnig week by a
ica a "black eye." And yet, New Mex-- 1 local physician in a typical case, gave
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
mar communication
first Mondy of eac
month a' Masonic ha,
at 7.30 i,. m.
H. a LORMAN,
Acting Master
$150,000
80.000
Capital Stock -
Surplus and Undivided ProfitsOFFICIAL. PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. I. ts sent ro
every postottict in the Territory, and has a large and growing Vrculatf '
tinotig the intelligent aad progressive people ot the Southwest.. ALAN K. McCORD. Secretary.
negative results as far as typhoid
fever is concerned, and two other lo-
cal physicians assert that it is not ty-
phoid at all, while two others main-
tain that it is. But whatever it is,
the origin of most of the cases has
been localized and was found not to
be the city drinking water, except
that in one or two cases, well water
is under suspicion. No town can ex-
pect to be free from enteric, infectious
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular cod
vocation second Monday oi
each month at Masoni
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. F
"'Vnnsacts a general banking business its branches.
Loans- money on the m ist favorable terms on all kinds f
personal and collateral secsirify.,., Buys, and sells tr.u: an I
stocks in all markets for its custo.ners. Buys anJ sells
domestic and foriin exchange and makes telegraphic tra.iift r
of money to all parts of the civilized world an as liberal terms
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ot three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advance made on consignments of livestock an? products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
aid aims to extend to them as libera! treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles sound k.in'- -
A COUNTRY CLUB FOR SANTA FE. or contagious diseases unless it is ab ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.solutely clean, but thus far from New
NOW OR NEVER.
There can be no doubt that the
term "next regular session" of Con- -
Several attempts in late years to
establish a country club in oanta Fe York to San Francisco, no town is
ab-
solutely clean and, therefore the mor
ico is not. to blame, nor Is the Estan-ci- a
valley. No fairer valley can be
found anywhere, the soil is fertile,
but the rainfall is not sufficient to
raise crops by ordinary means. The
success of a few farmers who adopted
the scientific cultivation of the ground,
who supplemented tne dry farming
methods with at least one irrigation,
demonstrates that farming can be
made a successful industry in that val-
ley. Says the Willard Record and 'it
is talking good, common sense:
"We made the mistake in not begin-
ning to irrigate as soon as the Estan-ci- a
valley was opened to settlement.
But the apostles of dry farming were
first on the ground and they told the
incoming settler that irrigation would
never be necessary in this valley.
Whenever a few long headed men
talked about making provision for the
dry years which they felt certain
would come at this altitude by the
installation of pumping plants, those
apostles were ever at hand with their
'sh, don't talk of irrigation for this
section because if you do you will
stop the tide of immigration which is
now filling up the valley.' And so
Santa Fe Commandeiy No
1, K. T. Regular conclav
'v. fourth Monday in eacl
month at Mfconlc Hall r
7:30 p. m.
J. A MASSIE. E. C.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
such as Roswell and other progressive gress in the enabling act, In speaking
New Mexico towns possess, have of the Congress which shall pass upon
failed. The cause is not difficult to' the constitution submitted by New
locate, for Santa Fe lacks men of Mexico, refers to the coming short
wealth, who in .other communities session of the present Congress and
furnish the initial means for the es- - not to the next Congress which does
tablishment of many desirable advan-iI10- t eypire untii March 4, 1913. The
tages. But what Santa Fe lacks in!wor(j reguar is used to distinguisn
accumulated wealth, it might make upjit from any Bpeciai session that the
by a little more persistence, a little . p.residRnt might have called. It was
W. 2 ing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
uiblic is respecfclly solicited
tality statistics in every locality show
many deaths annually from typhoid,
scarlet fever, diphtheria, smallpox
and similar "filth" diseases, and un-
fortunately, Santa Fe is no more ex-
empt than Las Vegas or Albuquerque,
or Roswell or New Orleans, or Pitts-
burg, or Boston. It is a toll that must
be paid annually, but it is a toll that
can be much reduced by sanitation
and cleanliness on the part of the
municipality.
Kru nnjTruijxru-iij- t ' WITH
more unity and good financial man-- 1 o( Congress therefore, that
agement. As the Scenic Highway is' tprHtol,pa Bhonld be admitted to
statehood as soon after March 4,
1911, as possible. It is not customary
for one Congress to legislate for an- -
being pushed to completion to the Pe-
cos it is apparent that the ideal site
for a Country Club would be the Can-delari-o
Martinez farm just above the THE HOTELPAUCEThe Atchison, Kansas, Globe, hasbeen swift to make amends to NewMexico, for the foolish editorial itand it is the present Congressj other,Located there, it would bereservoir. that desires to dispose of the state- -
isanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. :
14th degree. Ancient and Accept?''Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meeu
on the third Monday of each montD
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening il
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially-invite- to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Mastei
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E
holds its regular session on the sec
ond and fourth Wednesday of eacl
month. Visiting brothers are invite'
and welcome. A J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA, Exalteo Ruler
Secretary.
a pleasure resort summer and winter. we did not prepare for the lean years
published the other day, stating that
most of the native people have not
been naturalized. It says:and would be at. the gateway to the"""" """j. Which naturally come to any mounfinest scenery in the southwest and a Die, xnai n ne ...cau;u BUu...., W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
One of the Best Hotels in the West
"When New Mexico becomes a state
the indications are that it will send
two Republicans to the United States
senate. New Mexico has always been
loyal to Uncle Sam and the Republi-
can party. When the territory be
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unexcel led
Large Sample;
Room for Com-
mercial Travelers
came a part of the United States fol
lowing the Mexican war, 90.000 in SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO WASHINGTON AVENUEhabitants were given their choice tof
still almost within the city. Water,
a good road, a splendid view, timber,
an excellent terrain for golf links, ten-
nis, etc., are advantages grouped about
this spot.
That the need of a Country Club is
felt by other enterprising cities, may
be gauged from the following edito-
rial in the Tucson, Arizona, Citizen:
"Possessing an ideal climate equal-
ed by few places in the old world or
the new, Tucson's future as a city of
homes would be assured without the
other factors that are to
make it. in addition the most import-
ant business center in the new state
of Arizona. With this inducement to
outdoor life, too little advantage is
taken of it. and the result is that the
older residents, having grown accus-
tomed to this wonderful climate, are
liable to become indifferent to its
suitable constitution before next
March 4, that a joint resolution will
be adopted by both Houses admit-
ting New Mexico forthwith, and that
President Taft will sign such a resolu-
tion. This is contingent, however, up-
on the submission of a sane and safe
constitution with no provisions that
are unconstitutional, such as the ini-
tiative and the referendum. It is very
likely, too, that New Mexico will be
admitted alone and that Arizona will
have to wait for another ten years or
so. The census has just demonstrat-
ed that Arizona is not keeping up with
New Mexico ingrowth. Ten years ago,
Arizona was only 75,000 people behind
New Mexico, today it has 135,000 in-
habitants less than New Mexico and
has not enough white inhabitants by
40,000 to make a congressional dis-
trict. If in addition to this poor show- -
Knights of Pythias. :
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights o:
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3c
Tuesdays in month, at 8 o'clock In i
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit
Ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGt'ST REINGARDT, CO
TOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. R
declaring their allegiance to Mexico
or the United States and less than 10P
announced a desire to remain citizens
of Mexico. It is also claimed that
during the Civil War New Mexico fur-
nished more soldiers to the Union
army, according to population, than
any northern state. In the free silver
campaign of lS9fi New Mexico sent a
Republican delegate to Congress on a
gold platform." c .
The Claire Hotel
Santa Fe, New Glexico
tain country.
"Before a settler builds for him-
self or his animals he should dig a
well and erect a wind mill. In this
country one wind mill is a livelihood;
two a competency, and tnree will start
a bank account. If the creaking of the
windmill had been heard in numer-
ous acclaim throughout the valley dur-
ing the past summer, this fall our
homes would be presenting as pros-
perous appearance as any in the
Rocky Mountain region. As an evi-
dence of the truth of this fact,
wherever a windmill went round and
round last summer supplying water to
a crop its owner wore the smile of
success when September came. Of
course, it would be much better for
us if we could start with the individ-
ual or central pumping plant.
"The success of a small amount of
irrigation by the windmill will inevit-
ably lead us to the individual pump-
ing plant and the latter to the central
pumping plant. If nothing else is in
store for us next year but the wind
mill, let us be wise and commence
now to supply ourselves with them.
Later on we can mature more ambi-
tious plans.
"The Estancia Valley merchant who
will push the windmill and small
pumping plant business along broad
and liberal lines for the next twelve
months will reap a recompense be-
yond his expectations."
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
charms, while the new comers are ATTORNEYS AT LAW
apt to fall victim to the delusions ing, Arizona should come to wasning-tha- t
its healing properties are only) ton with a radical, unconstitutional
for the sick. The sooner we realize fundamental law, it goes without
that Tucson is one of the easiest much argument that Arizona's
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT- -
Completely renovated ard neatly furnished. Fin pi or f
Every room steam heated.
European plan. . Roams $1.00 to $2 00 per day. ,
Meals 50 cents and up.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-
Santa Fe, .... New Mexicochances will be slim as far as becom-
ing a state is concerned. If New Mex-
ico, too, should present such a docu-
ment, it is possible that Congress will
nass an act uniting the two territories
places in the country to keep well
the sooner will this city come into
its own as the ideal city of homes
in the southwest.
"El Paso, Douglas, Bisbee, and
Phoenix have their country clubs,
The foreign born population of New
Mexico, not considering those who
were born under the flag of Mexico
before this commonwealth became a
part of the United States, was com-
paratively small ten years ago and the
percentage today is thought to be no
larger. The Germans led ten years
ago with 3,888. Then came natives
of Ireland 2,474; England 2,319; 1,206
English Canadians; 1,077 Scotland;
943 Italy; 594 prance; 400 Austria;
446 Sweden; 27Q French Canadians;
244 Wales; 234 Switzerland; 141 Rus-
sia; 129 Denmark; 109 Norway; 100
Poland; 52 Hungary and 31 Bohemian.
About 14,000 were born under the flag
of Mexico although at the same time
also natives of New Mexico. This
number has greatly decreased since
ten years ago but the places of those
who have died have been taken by
a formidable immigration into New
Mexico from the republic to the south.
into one and providing for their ad- -
wnicn are tne rendezvous m tne atter--i . . . w,en their com- -
noons and holidays for large num- - . . ... hnvp reacned
Chas. F. Easiey, Chas. R. Easley.
Santa Fe. Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
AttomeyfrafcLaw
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-
Practice n the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe, .... New Mexice
J C. DIGNE0, Proprietor.or exceeded a million.bers who spend the time in the openplaying golf, tennis, squash, handball,
or a dozen other games that can be
played in the open air in Arizona the
year jound.
"Tucson with a population larger
than several of these sister towns is
without a successful country club. It
ia one of the most vital needs of this
COAL MINING IN NEW MEXICO.
The news from Raton and vicinity
that new openings are being driven in
the coal veins of that section, which
ARIZONA MUST STAY OUT.
At least that is what the Arizona
Republican thinks of it and it is real
sorry for the money and the time that
are being wasted by the constitutional
convention at Phoenix, which is sit--
are among the most extensive and val- -
WP ATP PULL C0URSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
MOW
supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
uable in the southwest, is an mdica- -
clty, not only as a place of recreation tion that the demand for New Mexicojv. j t ;naaco r is hot ex- -
CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsel '
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe, ... v New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-La-w
Practice in all the District Courts
ior me year ruuau rebmen.s, mu as, cuu iB uu .. . " . to far statehoodting no purpose as asan attraction for the many visitors actly true that the coal deposits ot Our Increasing patronage Is thebest proof that we merit yours.Serving i wait.is concerned. It says:who come, or would like to come to Colfax county are inexhaustible, but
Tucson for the winter, but who are j they will furnish fuel for several nun-ap- t
after a few weeks here to pass on dred years to come even at an in-
to California, or elsewhere, because of, creasei rate of output. One may fol- -
"The serene disregard of conse-
quences which prevails in the consti-
tutional convention was acknowledged
G.LDPB HKRRERA
ProprietorJHE HOTEL CORONADOnd gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Courtthe lack of diversion which a TOnrtiyj,ow the and seams for btal frankness Mr.
club would offer. lstraif,ht W insor yesterday. In the course of aforty milesj. in a Ue and one
"At last it looks as if a movement and ueualB a i"P'"""dfolded at Raton. n4.nnrl VilfnIllil.V DlttllU J,rJ ) RATES $1.00 A DAY AND tJP ALL MODERN CONVENIENCESpoint to any place in certain direc- - 'favor of the amendment was that an
tions, and be sure to indicate a good
In San Juan "i"'1"""-- ' uoplace to develop coal. siaer sucn propositions as mignt ue4... mol Honnaita nrp im-
"The Making of a Constitution," two
addresses by Delegate H. B. Fergus-so- n
and Attorney Generaf Frank W.
Clancy, preceded by an interesting in-
troduction by Dr. E. McQueen Gray,
are the contents of Bulletin No. 57,
of the University of New Mexico, be-
ing one of a series of monographs and
papers that already form a creditable
library of much interest especially to
New Mexico. Although Mr. Fergusson
devotes himself in greater part to a
defense of the initiative and referen-
dum and his attitude toward the
school land question, yet, it is an able
representation of his views. Attorney
General Frank W. Clancy goes into the
wider aspects of the question of con-
stitution making and his address
should be read by every one. Dr.
Gray's brief introduction is an admir-
able summary of the technical ar-
rangement of modern constitutions.
It is a booklet that should have a
place on every delegate's desk.
Gregg's Peerless Hotel
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-
Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
'be territory.
Las Cruces. - - - New Mexlct
'
RENEHAN DAVIE8
A. B. Renehan E. P. Davlet
Attorneys at Law.
Practices in the Supreme and Dls
Irict Courts. . Mln.ng and Land Law
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe -- . - New Mexice
EUROPEAN PLAN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
The only first clasB Hottl In Santa Fe. with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest A best OAFE In
the City ki connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
.
Nice sample room On first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial If you want first classservice.
uu"""
and
LU": Z,7ZZZ i Jrnte yet, submitted with reference to courtions as to their cons itutionalifurnish good fuel which in the not far It stated in reply that a majoritydistant future will supply a large
of the delegates in the conventionradius. The mines in McKinley conn- -
were not lawyers and would not here-steadil-andy are working with full force ore be able to apply court decisionsfields ofand the lesser coal to the proposed constitutional pro-
ducing
the Territory are most of them pro-- , visions. Moreover, the lawyers whoat this time handicapped only
were able to make such on
by a slight car shortage. . The strike appletwould not have any theing the central coal fields had pro-- :
duced a shortage which has given an, other members.-- That is, the majority, without awimpetus to New Mexico coal mining' without the sofknowledge law,and the industry is having the most est idea whether he propositionsIt isyear in its history.
which happened tc.please their fancylikely that the output during
would be of any force in the consti-thre-will exceedthe present fiscal year
tution, would have them anyhow, de-i- smillion tons considerably, and it
the advice of trained attorneyslast -- pltebelieved, that the production that they would be w thout effect.fiscal year reached or surpassed to be the rampant"ThisiiHnn ton mark for the! appears
were on foot which would result in
the establishment of a country club
that will live and be the life of the
town. A group of enterprising and
progressive citizens have given an ad-- j
mirable example of enterprise and.
progress by undertaking to assist fin-
ancially an extension of the car line
on east Speedway far enough out to
permit of the building of a country
club within easy reach of the city and
far enough from the university to
protect it from the blight of dryness.
The citizens who are taking the lead
in an improvement that will mean
thousands of dollars to Tucson in the
increased number. of visitors hither
every winter, not to speak of the pleas-
ure it will afford the year round
residents, deserve the hearty
of the entire community. It
will take money to build a country
club sufficient to accommodate the
initial membership and allow for the
additions that a year will bring. This
must be raised by popular subscrip-
tion. Here is an opportunity for the
business man who is far sighted, for
the hotel proprietor who is progres-
sive, for the railroad company which
is alert, to come forward with sub-
stantial assistance toward an improve-
ment in which the business and social
Corner of Water St.
and Don Oaspar Ave. WM. GREGG Prop.WILLIAM McKEANAttorney-at-La-
Mining and Land Law.
Taos. New Mexico
Any mere legislation put into the
New Mexico constitution at present
may seriously handicap the state in
the near future. Conditions are
changing rapidly and what may seem GRAND SPECIAL SALEgood today may be detrimental to
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District AttorneyFor San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, . .. New Mexicoand prevalent spirit in the convention.first time in the history of the com- -
rne isms mum imu wuoi.n.w-tion- ,
whether fatal or not to state-
hood. More than that, they must go
ON EVERYTHING 1N THE HOUSE
FROM NOW UP TO AND AilullLINCLUSIVE OF OCTOBER
THIS MEANS DRY GOODS, CLOTHING, SHOES AND EVERTHING
THAT WE CARRY- - STRICTLY HIGH-GRA- MERCHANDISE.
morrow. Therefore, the wisdom of
President Taft and the Republican
party in insisting that the constitu-
tion of New Mexico be safe and sane,
that it be modeled after the constitu-
tion of the United States, is commend-
able and apparent. The consti-
tution drafted in 1889 was a model and
the constitution makers of today
monwealth. Reliable authority has it,
that the outlook has never been so
good for increased production and
continued activity in the New Mexico
coal fields than at present.
BAD SHOWING FOR NEW MEXICO.
The official crop reports for New
Movinn this vear will not induce much
EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-
Practice in the Supreme and Dls
trict Courts at the" Territory, in tht
Probate Court and
a
before the U. S
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
,
Las Crnces . New Mexico
in, were an angel from heaven to ap-
pear on' the convention floor, if he
could do so without a violation of the
rules, and give assurance that they
would be fatal.
"Though the convention is yet
might, do worse than adopt it for
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COimmls-ratio- to the Southwest. This: young, it is sufficiently old to inspire
is the trouble with aggregate and av- - a fear that a great deal of time and'
submission at this time. It illustrates
the point that a constitution confin-
ing Itself to fundamentals is written
for all time, while one that goes into
legislation may be out of date by the
following morning. .
WMSerage figures that they do not indi-- ! money is being wasted to no pur- -
cate the great successes that may pose."
R. W. WITTMAN
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyo' General's Office
Santa. vFe. ... NeW Mex,;,
life of the whole community will
share and that promptly.
"As for the opinion of some that
the country club should be located in
the valley instead of a'long the speed-
way, suffice it to say that the valley
has not taken advantage of its alleged
superior advantages, while a well or-
ganized movement in the other part of
town is actually under way. Let us
have no quibbling over location. The
country club in Bisbee one of the
most attractive In the southwest, is
on ground far rockier than is to be
have been achieved in at least some in
A state can't expect to thrive with-
out a good constitution, tritely says
the Washington, D. C.Tathfinder. "The
special convention chosen to prepare
a constitution for the state-to-b- e of
Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarder
The New Mexican ' believes it. is a
reflection upon the, .Territory that its
National Guard Armories in the two
largest cities of the Territory are
rented to roller skating rink enter-
prises. The National Guard Armories
PROBERT & COMPANY ; .
. Investments
Lands, Mines, Bonds & 8tocks,
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale srenera13ktnnfc
New Mexico is now hard at work at
found anywhere near Tucson, and at Santa Fe on this task. Though Ari-
zona and New Mexico have been au
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard andthorized by Congress to come Into the should be the home of the militia ev-
ery day in the week, if not for drill,Union, warning has been given them --TO.
that is a success and a valuable as-
set to the Warren district.
"To the outsider a country club lo-
cated along the Speedway with the
commanding view it offers of the town
Bnd the sweep of mountain ranges in
then as a club room, where a gymna
otner Business Opportunities through
out Taos county.
Bank References Furnished.
stances. But there is a:so another as-
pect of these statistics. They show
that there has been and Is much care-
less farming in the southwest. Even
under circumstances under which a
good crop should have been harvest-
ed the yield has been inferior. Thou-
sands of newcomers from the states
have tried to farm on the arid plains
as they farmed In the humid climate
and failed. The remedy lies in mak-
ing instruction In agriculture one of
the fundamental studies In the public
schools. The children should be
taught the lessons that their parents
do not seem to grasp, that farming is
as much of a science as mining or
engineering; that different soils and
different climate require different kinds
of farming. The next generation
would then be ashamed to make a
(that they will have to be examined sium, baths and other conveniences of
a well regulated athletic organization Ts New Mexice
all directions would seem more typic should be at the command of themembers. The first state legislature
should dedicate the armories to theal of the west than any site that couldbe obtained in the valley. The ex-
tension of the car line far enough out purpose and uses for which the
com-
monwealth has built them.
STANDLEY G. SMALL, PH. G. M. D
Physician & Surgeon.
Office 117 Palace Ave.
Hours: 11:00 a. m. to 12:20 p. m
2 to 3 p. m., and by appointment.
Residence 225 Hillside Ave.?.. "
Phone Red 43
All Parts of the World.
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'!
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.:
Payable Throughout the " United States. Qsrtd$. Meiic
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCESJSENT BY TELEGRAPH.
to place the country club house some
and if their constitutions are not touna
up to the mark they will have to
stay out. Uncle Sam has never liked
the constitution that Oklahoma has,
and hence special care is being taken
in the case of these last two sisters
to knock for admission. There are 71
Republicans and 29 Democrats in the
convention, and what is called the
conservative element is in control.
The new census gives New Mexico a
population of 327,396, which Is a gain
of 68 per cent in 10 years. This is a
bigger population than any other state
distance from the city adds to the at-
tractiveness of the rendezvous be New Mexico is fast pulling aheadof Arizona. In 1900, New Mexico was
cause it gives people 'a place to go only 73,000 people ahead of Arizona in
where they can get out into the open: showing in the crop statistics, such population. Today it has 123,000 inmH wnv from the cares and the as New Mexico made this year, for
among the states and territories of habitants mere than Arizona. Jn oth
er words,; N4w Mexico has gained 60,- -
JOHN K. STAUFFER
: Notary Publle v
Office with the New Mexican Print-
ing Company.
Santa Fe, .... Kear Mexlc
the Union, New Mtxico stands at the J. D. BARNES. Aoentnoise of city.
A 'country club' located
almost In the heart of the city would
prove such a misnomer a to be num-tiroos-
' - '
bottom as to yield per acre this year has ever had at admission, except 000 more people the past ten years
than Arizona has. The .reason for thisla almost every crop, . Oklahoma."
)
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wwp uun man jiuuiiw'ii' i9mm ."mMake This Test
How to Tell if Your Hair is
Diseased.
Even if you have a luxuriant head
of hair you may want to know wheth-
er it is in a healthy condition or not.
98 per cent of the people need a hair
tonic.
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAriTAL 850,000.0"
Does a General Banking Business
WILSON
Heater
C. S. Chase, an attorney of St. Louis,
is at ;the Palace.
John Schechter, a Denver cigar
salesman, is calling on the trade.
Sheriff Secundino Romero of Las
Vegas was a visitor in the capital to-
day.
- H. G. Wilson, of Chicago, represen-tatlse.o- f
the American Book Company,
fowisTh Time
To Buy Stoves
Pull a hair out of your head; if thej
bulb at the end of the root is white
and shrunken, it proves that the hair
is diseased, and requires prompt treat-- 1
ment if its loss would be avoided. If'
the bulb is pink and full, the hair is '
Your Patronage Solicited
healthy.
We want every one whose hair re
quires treatment to try Rexall '"9T
is in the city,
E. G. Kindred of Greeley, Colorado,'
and Dwight Oeraldine of Chicago, are
here on legal business.
Attorney B. M. Read will leave to-
morrow morning on a business trip to
Moriarty, Torrance county.
Miss Madeline Mills, who .is quite
ill at the eexcutive mansion, is re-
ported to be about the same today.
Attorney Julius Staab of Albuquer-
que, after spending a few days in
N.' B. LAUGHUN;' President - H F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
- ' WE. GRIFFIN, Asst. Caseier
Stop and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constructed upon en
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A CAR LOAD
OF HEATERS AND RANGES.
THE MONARCH MALLEABLE RANGE IS
THE BEST AND STR0NGEST0N EARTH.
IF YOU ARE IN NEED OF A RANGE OR
A HEATER, REMEMBER THAT WE
CARRY THE BEST STOVES ON THE
MARKET. THE WILSON HEATER IS
THE BEST HEATER JUST AS SURE AS,
TEDDY THE LION TAMER IS THE
BIGGEST MAN IN THIS COUNTRY.
THEY ARE POWERFUL HEATERS,
DURABLE AND ATTRACTIVE LOOKING
STOVES.
COME IN AND SEE FOR
YOURSELVES
FOR SALE OR RENT
Residence property with all modern
conveniences, hot-wate- r heat etc. etc.
Also furnished rooms for rent.
O C- - WATSON & COMPANY
Real Estate Insurance , Surety Bonds
Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Franciscc Pnone. Red Ho. 189
tirely original prin-
ciples, which are so
thoroughly efficient
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world. Chief among
these is the famous
THE SANTA FE
HARDWARE and
SUPPLY CO.
Santa Fe went to las Vegas yester-
day.
Eugenlo Romero, the treasurer of
San Miguel county, and delegate to
the constitutional convention, is at the
Palace.
Assistant Land Commissioner Ma-
teo Lujan has returned from a trip
to Kansas on which he sold his cat-
tle.
Delegate Sprine Hartt, Jr., is back
from a business journey to Kansas,
during which he sold a consignment
of sheep.
Mrs. H. O. Bursum has arrived in
the city from Socorro and is registered
at the Palace wBere her husband, Hon.
H. O. Bursum, is stopping.
Zacharias McGee, of Washington, D.
C, a Well known newspaper man, is
a guest at the Palace and came to
watch convention proceedings.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Haynes,
Johnson street, are home from a visit
with Mrs. Charles U Castle, at Oak-
ley, Idaho, where Mr. Castle is in
the federal forest service.
'Jack McCarthy, brother of Dr.
Thomas McCarthy, has returned east
and now is visiting relatives in Ithaca,
New. York. Jack McCarthy spent sev-
eral weeks here this summer and was
very popular.
Joseph Hoenig, formerly represen-
tative of a correspondence school with
office in the Duke City and who was
a frequent visitor to Santa Fe, has ac-
cepted a position with the Corinado
hotel in Trinidad.
II. S. Coal Mine Inspector Jo E.
Sheridan of Silver City, was in Santa
Fe today, on his way to northern New
Mexico where he is going on official
business. Mr. Sheridan is a veteran
journalist and mining man, and there
is no man who is better posted on the
coal mining industry of the southwest
than he.
Hot Blast
Dtown Draft through which all gases ge-
-
;r-.- d an
burned, eliminating all waste.
HAND PAINTED CHINA,
Upholstered Leather Rockers, and Mahogany Rockers
lission anil Oak Dining Room Suits
Akers-Wape- r Furniture Co.
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Hair Tonic. Wre promise that it shall
not cost anything if it does not give
satisfactory results. It is designed to
overcome dandruff, relieve scalp irri-
tation, to stimulate the hair roots,
tightem the hair alreadyi in the head,
grow hair arid cure baldness.
It is because of what Rexall "9:!"
Hair Ionic has done and our sincere
faith in its goodness (hat we want
you to try it at our risk. Two sizes,
5dc and $1.00. Sold only at our store
The Rexall Store. The Fischer
Drug Company.
tions. a good and practical knowledge
of the Spanish language.
FILE NO. 72.
Relative to Sale of Intoxicating
Liquors.
Introduced by E. S. Stover, Dele-
gate from Bernalillo County.
Referred to Committee on Miscella-
neous Provisions.
The legislature shall at its first
session enact a law whereby the quali-
fied electors of any county, precinct,
town or city may by a majority vote
determine from ime to time whether
the sale of intoxicating liquors shall
be prohibited within the prescribed
limits.
FILE NO. 70.
Public Roads, Highways and Internal
Improvements.
Presented by G. A. Richardson.
Referred to Committee on Miscel-
laneous Provisions.
Convention Hall, Oct. 20. 1910.
Section 1. The legislature is direct-
ed to establish a department of high-
ways, and shall have power to create
improvement districts to provide for
building and maintaining public roads,
and may provide for the utilization of
convict and punitive, labor thereon.
FILE NO. 69.
Relating to Homestead and Exemp-
tions.
Presented by G. A. nichardson.
Referred to Committee on Miscel-
laneous Provisions.
Convention Hall, Oct. 20, 1910.
Homestead and Exemptions.
Section 1. The homestead of any
family in this state, not within any
city, town or village, shall consist of
not more than one hundred and sixty
acres cf land, which may be in one or
more parts or parcels, to be selected
by the owner. The homestead with-
in any city, town or village, owned
and rccupied as a residence only,
shall consist of not to exceed one acre
of land, to be selected by the owner;
provided, that no homesteal shall ex-
ceed in value the sum of two thou-
sand dollars; and in no event shall a
homestead be reduced to less than
one-quart- of an acre, without re-
gard to value; and provided further,
that in case said homestead is used
foi both residence and business pur-
poses, the homestead interest therein
shall not exceed in value two thou-
sand dollars.
Sec. 2. The homestead of the fam
Childrens Dresses CloaksMillinery Thats New;
ALL THE NEW
SHAPES & TRIMMINGS
JUST RECEIVED
If 'ts Anything in
HATS, VEILS etc.
See Us First
,THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands ia tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, 860.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you. - - - -
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to" $20.00 per acre
MISS A MUGLEK."Cleofes Romero, warden of the ter-
ritorial penitentiary, came up from
Santa Fe last night." He will spend
RANCHES,la rok:AND
SMALL.
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov-
ernment land. We have Irrigation enter-
prises, needing capital. Moneyed men areInvited to correspond with us. : : :
RANCHES,
LARGE
AND
SMALL
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING It NEW MEXICO, LET US HE4R FROM YOU,
MAKERS HAVE REACHED A POINT
WHERE THEY TURN OUT DRESSES
FOR THE LITTLE MISSES WHICH RI-
VAL THO.SE OF THEIR ELDERS IN
PERFECTION OF .STYLE AND FINISH.
MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
IN OUR .SHOWIN6. SOME are ela-
borate OTHERS PLIAN.
SIZES 6 TO 14,
PRICES FROM $1.50 TO 14.00
SPLENDID VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
STYLES IN MANY FAVORED FABRICS
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS OF
THE SEASON IN MISSES CLOAKS
RANGING IN PRICE FROM $2.25 To
$9,00 FOR THE LITTLE MISSES, AGE
2 TO 14 YEARS
HATS AND CAPS FoR BOTH BOYS
AND GIRLS IN ALL THE LATEST
STYLES AND COLORS, PRICES To
SUIT EVERYBODY.
THE ABOVE ARE ABSOLUTELY NEW
AND THE MOST UP-TO-D- ATE To BE
SEEN.
a few days here, looking after busi-
ness affairs and visiting friends. Mr.
Romero's many friends were glad to
see him and hope he will make more
frequent visits-i- n the - future." Las
Vegas Optic.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. ' Martin of El
Paso, Texas, are in Santa Fe for two
days. Mr. Martin is telegraph and
desk editor of the El Paso Herald and
i3 on his way home from Spokane,
Washington, where he attended the
dry farming congress' and delivered
an address. He is president of the
Texas Dry Farming Congress.
Shawgo s Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
OLAN ANYTHING SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED NEW MANAGEMEN-T-
EQU IPMENT COURTEOUS TREATMENT- -
Gentlemen's Hats Made New. 11L
NVENTiON SPARKS.East Side
Plaza.0. 0. SrIAWGO, PropietorPhoneRed 132
be exempt for any part of the pur-
chase price, while the same, or any
part thereof, remains in the posses-
sion of the original vendee, or in pos-
session of any purchaser from said
vendee, with notice; and provided
further, that nothing in this constitu-
tion shall prevent or prohibit any per-
son from mortgaging or encumbering
his personal exemptions and the leg-
islature shall provide by law for the
exemption of personal property of the
debtor.
The legislature may change or
amend the terms of this article.
FILE NO. 80.
Relative to the Initiative and Refer-
endum.
Introduced by Benjamin F. Pankey.
Referred to Committee on Legisla-
tive Department.
The constitution may be amended
at the first general election after its
adoption upon the issue of the initia-
tive and referendum. Provided that
a majority of the votes cast at such
election shall vote in favor thereof.
The basis shall be that it requires
20 per cent of the registered voters
of either the initiative or referendum
to call for an election.
FILE NO. 74.
Relating to Tax Schedules.
Introduced by G. E. Moffett.
Referred to Committee on Taxation
and Revenue.
Sec. The legislature shall pro-
vide by law the form of oath or affir-
mation to be made by the owners,
or their agents, of taxable property,
such oath or affirmation to be made
before the tax assessor, his deputy or
The committee on Irrigation met
this afternoon.
"After insisting on two prayers on
the day of the opening session of the
convention, the Democrats have given
a sacrilegious example of inconsisten-
cy by refusing to permit the name of
God to be mentioned in the preamble.
In explanation of this course it is an-
nounced that one of the Democratic
delegates, who is a political power in
the county from which he hails, is an
atheist who objected to the insertion
W. N. TOWN SEND & CO.
WE ENDEAVOR To TREAT OUR
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,
ily shall be, and hereby is, protect-
ed from forced sale for the payment
of debts, except for the purchase
noney therefor, or a part of such pur-
chase money, the taxes due thereon,
or for work and material used in con-
structing improvements thereon; nor
shall the owner, if married, sell the
homestead without the consent of his
o- - her spouse, given in such manner
as prescribed by law; provided noth-
ing in this article shall prohibit any
person from mortgaging his home-
stead, the spouse, if any, joining there-
in; nor prevent the sale thereof on
foreclosure to satisfy any mortgage."
Sec. 3. After the adoption of this
constitution, all laws of the Territory
of New Mexico now relating to exemp-
tions from sale under execution" of
any properties, real or personal, of
any family or head of. family, resi-
dent of New Mexico, shall be inoper-
ative; provided that no property shall
Telephone ltd 15 and have
your orders deliveredoft mm
(Continued on Page Eight)
PRETTY GOOD LOOKING
TURNOUT
you'll admit when we send It around
to you. Ot course It is.
HIRING FIRST-CLAS- RIGS
is a feature of our livery service.
So if you want a carriage and team
that you can travel in classy com-
pany with, send here and engage
them,--
flLLUIS 4 RISING
810 8an Francisco 8t 'Phone 139 Re
The following re suggested to the thirsty as something
eool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
SANTA FE, BOTTLING WORKS.
of the words, 'Almighty God.' We do
not believe the people ot Arizona,
whatever their party affiliation, will
approve such a cowardly dodge, which
is at the same time irreverent and in-
sulting to the God fearing and God
loving people of this territory." Tuc-
son Citizen.
FILE NO. 71.
With Reference to Education.
Introduced by A. A. Sedillo.
Referred to Committee on Educa-
tion.
The legislature shall provide prop-
er means and methods whereby to fa-
cilitate the
.teaching of the English
language in the schools and education-
al institutions of the state to those
children and alumni whose vernacular
is the Spanish language; "and shall
also provide Schools for 'the instruc-
tion, training and qualification of
teachers and instructors to properly
teach and instruct such children and
alumni; and in those districts where
the language spoken or used by the
residents or any material portion
thereof is the Spanish language the
APE FRU
FLORIDA
and
CALIFORNIA
THE PRESCRIPTION CLERK
must know his business thoroughly
when putting up a prescription. "'
A COMPETENT PHARMACIST
puts up our prescriptions.
The ingredients are full strength,
freBh, and of the best standard
makes. In case of sickness you make
no mistake in having your prescrip-
tions put up by us.
THE CAPITAL
PHARMACY
Successors to Stripling-Burrow- s & Co.
b HENRY KRICK, Proprietor 8All drinks made from filtered water.
nnxxrxnrtxxrTTXTTTXTTxx rrnmrnmnnamfl
Now is the Time for putting up Concord Grapes
EVERYTHING in FRESH
FRUITS & VEG ETABLES
RIPE FRUIT NOW
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.
1910 crop of englishWalnuts & almonds
CLARENDON
GARDEN
R V. BOYLE Mgr.
CURE!! DON POULTRI YARDS
GAGK BROS, and other
SMART MILLENEKY
NEW FALL GOODS rb82Ed
Also Laces. Silk Shirt Waists and
Dresses; Ribbons. Buttons, Novelties ..
OOMK IN AND 8KB
1A MOD A MILLENERY
FRESH LAID EUG8 every day
OYSTERS
H S. KAUNE & HO n
Vure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chlckeusare yarded in the orchard under the tree and fed oi clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis (terms nor Ptomaine poisoning,FEW FAT HENS FOR KATINU.
PHONE
No. 26.teacher or instructor shall possess, inIf you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.East Side PlazaOatron Block addition to other required qualifica--
it ri i21 nour ciectnc service DAYand
SMIQHT
and
NIGHT WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES"
We Age ror electric Irons, broilers, IT and bee11XS Cleaners and Wah TnK L.all thorn in UOStf&tlOli
'
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St, Louis Rocky Ml.
Pacific Railway Company,
CROP CONDITIONS NOT
OF THE BEST.
National Reporter Shows Effects of
Drouth in Eastern New
Mexico.
The National Crop Reporter just to
hand gives the condition of corn in
New Mexico on October 1, as 56 per
cent against 85 per cent last year.
The yield of spring wheat is given as
20 bushels per acre; and the total
production at . 860,000 bushels as
GENERAL OFFICES-RAT- ON NEW MEXICO.
( Ktad Up)In wlivt Supt, 1st 1910(Knaii Down) 3S
STATIONS1 against 1,004,000 bushels last year.
The yield of oats is given as 27.4
bushels per acre as against 40 bushArj.
els last year and the total production
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as 822,000 bushels as against 960,000
bushels last year. The yield of bar-
ley was 25 bushels per acre against
I.v'19 I 40 bushels last year, and the total 25,-00- 0bushels against 40,000 bushelslast year. The condition of potatoes
is given as 45 per cent against 85 per
. ..
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cent last year, of sweet potatoes 55
per cent, apples 50; grapes 67; pears
60; cowpeas 54; sorghum 57; sugar
beets 57; peanuts 45; tomatoes 53;
cabbage 62; onions 60; beans 65;
Kaffir corn 55; Canadian peas 43; and
thus all the way down the line, New
Mexico crops are this year a partial
failure.
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f)3Miieot9 tulf.vc with K. P. A S. V. Ry, train both North andfSotith.
SStane 'or Van Houten J, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM.
muse leavss I'te P.iric. N". M.. for Klizrii.tlitown. f. M., at 9:01 a. 111, daily? except
Simd iys. Fare s; 110 0110 way $i.50 round trip; fifty pound Jbauitaie carried free.
1. A S. tr tin Mii(. V, M-- . f.r the sf.1H1 at U'.U p. m. .'arrives rrom the
South at 4;38a. m.
ic r ix. ::u MARKET REPORTn I UUr-T- J J ' '
ay MONEY AND METALS.New York, Oct. 21. Lead quiet.F. M. WILLIAMS,G. P. Agent,J. VAN HOUTEN,V. P. & G. M.,E. G. DEDMAN,Superintendent. .ii-i- n n r $4.404.45; standard copper firm, spot
and Dec. 12.5012.60; silver 56cp 1 11 j:i---
WW WOOL MARKET
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 21. Wool,'bIoIo'
quiet; territory and western medi-
ums 1823; fine mediums 1720;
fine 1417.I
is enjoyed jpy mi xnt? rcuniiy
without fear of future disaster
There are two kinds of doughnuts
There's the lard-lad- en doughnut that is heavy,
GRAIN. PORK. LARD "NO o'0'
Chicago, 111., Oct. 21. Wheat Dec.
93 May 100
Corn Dec. 4G May 49 2
58.
Oats Dec. 30 May 36.
Pork Jan. 17.30; May 16.32
Lard Jan. 10.35 May 9.80
Ribs Jan. 9.1517 May 9.97
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
81 Paso & Southwestern System
The Best Route - East or West
2.
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 21. Cattle Re
ceipts 2.500; market slow and weak.
Beeves $4.507.85; Texas steers
soggy and lies like lead in the stomach that's
the old-fashion- ed kind. Steer clear of it; it's the
lard that makes it indigestible, not the cook.
Then there's the crisp, flaky, richly browned
doughnut, that almost melts in your mouth, y: :
without the suspicion of greasiness. This kind is
made with Cottolcnc, a vegetable product that
makes food that even a child can digest with ease.
You never knew real doughnut goodness until
you try the kind made with Cottokne.
Cottohm is much purer and mo--e whole-
some than lard.
4.255.60; western steers $4.10
5.85; stockers and feeders $3.40i)5. JO;
cows and heifers $2.253.30; calves
$7.2510.00.Never Sold in BulkCottolene is packed in
pails with an air-tig- top,
to keep it clean, fresh and
Hogs Receipts 15,000; market 5
to 10 cents lower. Light $8.609.20;
COTTOLENE Is
Guaranteed
Your grocer is hereby
authorized to refund your
money in case you are not
pleased, after having given
Coltolenc a fair test.
wholesome, and prevent it heavy $7.908.95; rough $7.508.10;
ror Hates and full information address
EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
5E1 Paso Texas.
good to choice heavy $8.108.95; pigsfrom catching dust and ab-
sorbing disagreeable odors, $8.158.90; bulk of sales $S.208.75.such as hsh, oil, etc. Sheep Receipts 9,000; market 5
to 10 cents higher. Native $2.GO4.40;
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY western $2.754.35; yearlings $4.50
5.50; lambs native $4.757.10; west
ern $4 757.00.
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 21 Cattl- e-
Receipts 20,000, Inclu .ng 500 south
erns; market steady. Native steers
$5.007.80; southern steers $3.755;
southern cows $2.754.50; nativeCAPITAL FOR FIFTY YEARS. learning, and with his cordial and j literature
as you may deem wise, the dicating that they are on the war-fran- k
manner. En route to Santa Fe only return which I ask being that path, but seem to be only scouting theWHEN GOING
(Continued from Page Three) ' Judge Freeman stopped off at Las Ve-- i
gas and had a conference with Chief
cows and heifers $2.75 6.50; stockers
and feeders $3.505.50; bulls $3.25
4.35; calves $4.008.25; western
steers $4.006.50; western cows $2.75
whenever any literature printed by country around Dog Head mountain
the liquor interests and purporting to and nearby canons. Fires may be seen
represent conditions as they are in nightly on the highest peaks of the
Kansas City, Kansas, that you send a mountains north, west and south of
copy of that literature to me. town, which would indicate that there
Yours respectfully, i are 'more indians than the three
EAST OR WEST 5.25.
Hogs Receipts 4,000; market 10
tional convention and on the strength justice O'Brien and today he is for-o- f
that, the convention voted to let tunate in meeting here Judge John R.
the contract. M. G. Cunnif, a delegate MCFie.
from Yavapai county and a former in-- .
structor in Harvard, introduced a pro--;
posal for prohibiting courts from is- - I ... n T II llflTCP
suing injunctions restraining any per- - I jW L I H tl I rlw
'"
son or association from exercising;!
A. H. fcKIjIK, Anaphps Keen hv several Deonle near to 15 cents lower. Bulk of sales $8.75
Secretary. 9.00; heavy $8.708.90; packersDog Head.
and butchers $8.759.00; light $8.90
9.05.GODDESS OF LIBERTY
DRAPED WITH HONEY. A CHRISTMAS PRESENT THAT
MEANS SOMETHING.KANSAS CITY,rignts guarantee- - uy uic bimuw--
; LETTER FROM Sheep Reecipts 2,000; markettinns ot tne state ana nation, uiura KANSAS. steady. Muttons $3.504.50; lambs
use the
piOfRATSLDEy
Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
proposals provide for placing all om- -
cials on a salary to eliminate road! $6.507.75; fed weathers and year
There Is one especially good thing
about a Christmas present of The lings $4.00 5.25; fed western ewes
Bees Have Built Their Hives on the
Pinnacle of Dome of Texas
State Capitol.
Austin TtR. Oct 21. There is a
1910.taxes and to create a corporation October 18,
T. U. $3.504.25.Santa Fe W. C.committee of three members. Youth's Companion. It shows that
the giver thought enough of you toYour letter to the Hon. Mayor Por-j- dd , Liberty in Texas that has
give you something worth while. If you want anyiamg on earth tryter under date of October 12, 1910, mnrp swpttlPRS to th SQuare inchHOTEL ARRIVALS a New Mexican Want Ad.It is easy to choose something cost- -!has been referred to me as a proper any other woma tne worWCITY OFFICE IN
j person to terminate a repiy. animate or inanimate. In this case ing a great deal more which is abso- -
Kansas City Kansas, is separated tne word o( endearment "honey. may lutely useless but t0 chooBe a pres- -Palace.
:;rrj -- Onrotin I. -" indistinct De aPP"ea, even to una uigjuneu icy; ., nnW t1 that ., -- ro.zacharias Mcunee, wasumgioii, . roocTif t?ir nf Tier coy with nprffint WILLIATWN
HAFFNDRO)
-- : NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
or
UNION DEPOT.
C; Eugenio Romero, Las Vegas; H. tnat u would not be at all apparent
G. Wilson, Denver; John Schechter, 1 t famiiiar with the
vlde a year'B entertainment, and?nStruthfulness. The honeyed goddess the uplifting: companionship of the
Denver; E. G. Kindred, Greeley, Colo.; igeography 0f the two cities. wise and is another matter.ifni at Anctin n is nn hemic, fl Pure great,C. S.Dwight Geraimne, umcago; Close to the state line and practic-- ' .
..a ' thnnaanAa f hfipH whn There is one present, however, which
.0 D)r, u o hi,r aoes just tnat rne iouiiib umpau- -ally next door to our largest packinghouse Is what is said to be the "wet-- . Arthur fitilpa stnto levee and drain--1 'on- -
Chase, St. Louis; Mrs. H. O. Bursum,
Socorro.
Claire.
H. Alexander Hibbard, Chicago;
' .. . . vni, woni knnv whpthpr it isitest" block in the world. Our city
contains according to the United 6 ji,t ' annronriate or welcome, lust visit theM. Bois, White Plains, N. Y.; P. W. states census 82,331 people. uur po" ' j i- - niasnnna -- h home of some Companion subscriberr i,inv 4 illl LI uuweuui Kiaon icicov,wi., duLongfellow, Roswell; I. J. London, An nce lUICe lllllllUeia OO, IO DlU- - 7 . ... Inn PnmnnTlinn AaVJ - ... . ,.. which la invnhiab p in Tne WOTK Or IhS "
tonito, Colo.; Mrs. J. W. Carter ncientiy ample to ao an ponce service I, , , .,i nn r.nt. nhnnse anv Christmas presR0SWELL AUT0C0.R0SWELLNEWMEX iiHN t . " Ja
lalm w""iu "c,c
.,..,i,.fln.f ent until you have examinedfamily, Beatrice Cordova, TruchasF. Martinez, Trinidad. 'inefreeUrn ty to Kansas City, Missouri, wouia n a0 uu -1. . , 1 iKf nonitni rtnmp nnrt Mr. Companion, we will send youin my iiiacment do a larKer imiiuuciGregg's. rr- - hpantifnl Pros-
.. , , . . t r., Stilaa HlQCAVcrOd rnnilKHTlfltt fir npaa iui;iO Luinm u 1 'than would be necessary.K. M. Kusseu, vvooa niver, u.; yv - fnr telline 80mething ofThav aro wprn Qrrtlir.il thft ntn.tlltp.H Kuselton Denver; J. R. Clark, L,os are in tne main prosperous
. . 1 a . -- nn1otinn is i ot (ho -- nlm nf hpr hOW Tne UOmpamou Ucto icwuujAneeles George rarker fnuaueipma; uuuumg uumco dim uui u uuoi 6""'e . i...
. , , nv i,,roe.cinr pt ranirt mt We have hanri thprp hpine- - an nner.ir.ir whereibeen enlarged and improved.
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to ac-
commodate any number of passenger
to make special connections with anj
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com-
municating with Manager of the Ros-
well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate fot
special $40.00 to accommodate four or
fewer passengers to either point
rrank nunneii, .nic-g- u; uS - ' ", , ' , -.- - ,".! Th nr.e. to whom you give the sub-
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas-
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
RoBwell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is-
land Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
iu Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 J. m. arrlTe
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to
each regular ticket, excess baggage at
Troy, N. Y, a great ueai ieaa enwe 111 iiuiuiu gne Clasps uer bwuiu. urums uiuacr j - -to our nnnulatinn than we had when with on instrnmpnt. it was noticed that, scription will receive free all the num-
the ioints or illeeal saloons were run-- Koe wnnid vn their win?a stand-Iber- s of 1910 issued after the money is
nine. The public conscience Is more ,,, t1icv -,-- on the statute in- - received; also The Companion's Art
active. Our politics are more cleanly A,af,r that thpv wer sne-r- nr dis- - Calendar for 1911, lithographed
Coronado.
S. Salazar, Guadalupita; C. E.
Hutch inscon, Monte Vista; W. E. Lep-sey- ,
Riverside, 111.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
from the New Mexican of this date
1890.
conducted since we have absolutely turbed The alidade showed several twelve colors and gold. These will be
elminated the local liquor traffic. , where the bees en- - sent to reach the subscriber Christ--
SEW MEXICO CEHTflAL
EL PASO TEXAS
,$13.40
DATES OF SALE .
Oct. 27-- to Nov. 5th.
RETURN LIMIT
Nov. 7th. 1910.
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
J. W. STOCKARD, manager When the joints were closed In 1906 . . th . f. mas morning, if desired.our bank deposits were 101-- 2 million attempting You, too, as giver of the subscrip- -dollars. On January 1, 1910, they , tj win receive a copy of the cal--
hov rnrnr 'hkn f OT1V HmA In thft last 144 Berkeley St., Boston Mass.
OPEN SHOP ADVOCATE
tice in the Third district and
school, St. Michael's College,
at Santa Fe, was here on a business
tour this week. Brother Boutolph Is
the Republican candidate for superin-
tendent of public schools in Santa Fe
county. Las Cruces Republican.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tables
of the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
Leave
8:00 a. m. connect with No. 3 west.
9:40 a. m. connect with No. 10 east.
GETS DYNAMITE MESSAGE,
remark-- erty at that dfezy height If the beesten years. We have enjoyed a
able increase in building operations had attacked him he would have been
and this in spite of the fact that we certain to have fallen to instant death
have been laboring under a depressed but the proverbial small boy's luck
industrial condition caused by the was with him and he and his young
terrible disaster of the Kaw floods of friends escaped after being chased by
1903, 1904, 1908. As stated above the the capitol.police.
elimination of local liquor traffic has Died at Las Vegas Mrs. Kittie
Improved the public morals, has im- - Burkhuerker, aged 50 years, died yes-prov-
local conditions and has given terday at Las Vegas after several
the people greater confidence in their weeks' illness.
Hon. John R. McFie, associate
in the ThirdM district and de
Portland, Ore., Oct. 21. What is
believed to have been a plot.to dyna-
mite the house of Charles K. Henry,
a prominent capitalist and real estate
onerator of this city, became known.
servedly popular all over the territory,4:00 d. m. connect with No. 1 west.
arrived from Las Cruces today and Is5:20 d. m. connect with No. 2 east
a guest at the Palace. SUCKSTho "nlans" consisted of SIX7:30 p. m. connect with No. 4 east.
No. 7 west. 8:50 p. m. conect with Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Thomas and
The New Mexican Prtntnng com-
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of jus-
tices of the peace. They are especial-
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made o(
good record paper, strongly and dur-
ably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front end the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10 inches. These books are
made up in civi' and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal $2.76
Combined Civil and Criminal .'. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, tjjey will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
full mu3t accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading la wanted.
political service. We are expending Marriage License Issued At Las q aynamite, wrapped with about
. fo t wao Hionvered byMrs. C. E. inney, ot Indiana, arriv3d8 east, and No. 9 west. $900,000 in improving and extending Vegaa yesterday, a marriage licenseNo.10:20 a. m. with conection from No in the city last night on a visit to the municipal water plant purchased wag granted Jose SancheZ aged 18, ayworkman on Henry's premises, hid-on- eyear ago. We have foimd it ne- - ad Caslmlr0 Garcla aged 4, both of den in a tree 800 feet from the Henryto expend almost $500,000 incessary San Jose, San Miguel county. residence. For some reason the
west their brother, Secretary Thomas.
12:10 d. m. with connection from Hon. C. F. Easley, candidate for the
lower house on the Democratic county new school buildings since the joints hisFea-r- workman failed to make knownApache Indians InspireNo.
6
10 east.
05 p. m. with connection from No were closed and by referring to page 3 . Vtaon aaon orkiith .1 . ...... TJp rv until tftdaV.ticket, was in from Cerrillos this
west.1
30 p. m. with connection with No.7 F. C. Chavez, one of Rio Arriba's
four of the encloiiid bulletin you vill Z nt coulty, a"nd con- - " h nTy has long been"an ardent ad- -dUcover the condition of our school Jj ente'rtained recent- -Is as vocate of the "open shop" and
system. in that vicinity. They ly built a y business block on
areseHn primitive costume, in- - the "open shop" basis.
east2
p. m. with connection from No.
No. 7 west.
9:45
4 east
Excursion Rates
EL FASO, TEX.
$13.40
DatsofSale
Oct.27 toNov. 5th,
Return limit. Nct. 7, 1910.
"
WINTER TOURIST RATES
ON SALE NOW.
11:30 p. m. with connection from
No. 8 east. No. 9 west.
wide awake young men, is in town on
business.
Judge A. A. Freeman, lately ap-
pointed associate justice of the su-
preme court of New Mexico, arrived
in the city last night In company
with Judge Seeds, he called upon Sec-
retary Thomas early this morning and
took the oath of office. During the day
he was called upon by territorial of
Above effective October 1st.
mimCures Biliousness, SickHeadache, Sour Stom-.- kT-rn- ?ri Liver and Cleans.s the systemthoroughly and dearssallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It is pvr&ntaed
A RELIABLE MEDICINE NOT A
NARCOTIC.
Get the genuine Foley's Honey and
Tar In the yellow packages. It Is
D. R. G. Ry.
Leave 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No
34 east and 33 south and west
Arrive 8 p. m. with connection from
No. 33 east; No. 34 south and west.
i SANTA FE ALL THE WAYChionlcCtipation. frflit SyiTIp
P
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY.
safe and effective. Contains no opi-
ates. Refuse substitutes. Sold by The
ficials, attorneys an', citizens gener-
ally all of whom were greatly impress-
ed with his bearing as a gentleman ofCapital Pharmacy.
PAGE SEVEN.THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
tion held on the Tuesday next after!
the first Monday of November in the
of attainder, nor law impairing the,
obligation of contracts, or making any iCOMMITTEE The Famous lmfo iWANment, until paid or remndedto law; and all counties, munici-palities and districts in said Terri-tory shall continue with the samenames, boundaries and rights until
changed in accordance with the Con-
stitution and laws of the State.
Sec. 12. This Constitution shall be
submitted to the people of New Mex-
ico for ratification at an election to
REPORTS Is the Lamp of Real Beauty
because it gives the best light of all
lamps. The Rayo gives a white, soft,
mellow, diffused light easy on the
eye because it cannot flicker. You
can use your eyes as long as you wish
under the Rayo light without strain.
The Rayo Lamp is low-price- d, and
even though you pay $5, $10 or $20 for
other lamps, you may get more expensivedecorations but you cannot get a better
light than the low-pric- ed Rayo gives. A
year 1912.
!
To the Constitutional Convention.
Your committee on Bill of Rights!
respectfully beg leave to make the
following preliminary report:
We submit for the consideration of
the convention the following provis-
ions, and recommend their inclusion
in the proposed constitution. Wej
still have two or three sections under
advisement which will be made the
subject of a later report.
Section 1. All political power is
vested in and derived from the peo- -
pie; all government of right origi-- i
nates with the people; is founded un-- i
on their will and Is instituted solely
for their good.
See. 2. The people of the State
have the sole and exclusive right to
govern themselves, as a free, sover- -
en aim inuepenueni. oiace. ami 10
alter and amend their constitution
whenever they deem it necessary to
their safety and happiness
Sec. 3. All persons are born equal
ly free, and have certain natural, In
herent and inalienable rights, among
Which are the right of enjoying and
strong, durable shade-hold- er holds the
shade on firm and true. This season's
new burner adds strength and appearance.
Once a Rayo User, Always One.
Dealers Everywhere. If not ct yours, write for descriptive:
circular to the nearest efency of the
defending life and liberty, of abolition of the grand jurv
possessing and protecting ; tem to a red,K.tion of its number to
property, and of seeking and obtain-11- or to 6 members. After careful
ing safety and happiness in all lawful consideration of the various views
way8, land an earnest effort to ascertain the
Sec. 4. The people shall have the' ishes of tne people as reflected bv
right peaceably to assemble and peti- - lne members of this convention, your
tion for redress of grievances. committee unanimously recommendsSec. 5. The people have the right that tne gran(i Jury system in this ter-t- obear arms for their security and de-- j ritorv be continued in force by thefense. but the legislature may regu-- ; BChedule of the constitution and that
Continental Oil
(Incoroorated)
ter, for any beneficial uses, shall nev
er be denied, except where demanded
by public interest.
Priority of Appropriation.
Sec. 7. The priority of appropria
tion shall give the better right as be-
tween those using the water for the
same purpose. Domestic use shall be
the highest use, and the use for agri- -
cultural purposes shall have priority
over the use for mining and munufac- -
tu ring purposes.
Eminent Domain. ;
Seo. a. Any person or corporation
shall have the right of way over pub-
lic and private lands for the con-
struction of reservoirs, ditches, pipe
lines, canals, flumes or other conduits,
for conveying water for domestic, ir
rigation, mining, manufacturing, eleo -
trical power or other beneficial pur-- !
poses, upon the payment of just com- - j
pensation.
Office of State Engineer Created,
Company
.ipnn!in.mwyjwi
If the legislature shall fail to enact
the law, so proposed at the session at
which it is presented, without change
or amendment other than in minor
particulars in harmony with the spirit
thereof and which does not defeat or
change its fundamental object or pur-
pose; then and not otherwise the Sec- -
retary of State shall submit the said
proposed law to the electors for ap- -
proval or rejection at the next gener- -
al or special state election held not
less than sixty days after the close ol
said session. An adjournment or re- -
cess of the legislature for more than
ten days shall be a close of the ses-
sion within the meaning of this sec-
tion.
Whether or not the proposed law
j,llg been enacted without change save
as herein permitted shall be a judicial
question, and jurisdiction is hereby
conferred upon the Supreme Court on
ithe application of any elector to en
oee. a. mere is nereoj creaiea inejfor(.e by mandamus or injunction tne partim-nt- s or institutions or to local
office of state engineer, and a person performance of the duties hereby en-i- r special acts: an emergency law to
technically qualified and experienced joined upon the Secretary of State. he within this exception must relate
as a hydraulic engineer shall be ap- - jf at said election a majority of the!t0 an(j 0,, necessary for the immediate
pointed by the governor, and confirm-- , votes cast shall be in favor of the pro- - preservation of the public peace,
ed by the state senate. He shall hold posed law the Governor shall within health, or safety and it must be so
office for the term of four years from thirty days thereafter proclaim the declared in the title and must be pass-an- d
after the date of his appoint-- ; result and the same shall thereupon ei )V a two-third- s vote oi each
ment, and be subject to removal by heroine a law with like force and ef- - house,
the governor, for good cause; and he!f(,(.t as though duly passed by the leg-- ! FILE NO. 73.
shall perform such duties and receive ialatufe and approved by the Govern-- ! Creating a State Board of Equaliza-suc-
compensation as may be provid- - 0r. tion. or Tax Commission.
The provisions of this section shall j Introduced by O. E. Moffett.
not apply to or authorize the proposal Referred to Committee on Taxation
of local or special acts, and no law anj Revenue.
embodying the fundamental object or gee. There shall be a state
purpose of a law once rejected at the Hoard of Equalization consisting of
polls shall again lie enacted or sub- - one member from each judicial
within three years after such trj,.t t0 ne elected by the people o.
rejection. each judicial district at the general
Until the legislature shall otherwise election held for the election of other
provide the requirements as to pub-- . state officers; the terms ot office of
lishing and voting upon constitutional members of the state Board of Equali-amendmen-
shall apply to laws n shall be four years. The duty
irrevocable grant of special privileges,!
franchises or immunities shall be
passed by the legislative assembly.
Sec. 20. Private property shall not
be taken or damaged for public use
without just compensation.
Sec. 21. No person shall be impris-
oned for debt in any civil action.
Sec. 22. No distinction shall ever
be made by law, between resident
aliens and citizens, in regard to the
ownership, or descent of property.
Sec. 23. The provisions of this con-
stitution are mandatory and prohibi-
tory, unless by express words they are
declared to be otherwise.
Sec. 24. The enumeration in this
constitution of certain rights, shall
not be construed to deny, impair or
disparage others retained by the peo-
ple.
Your committee further reports
that it has had under advisement that
clause incorporated into the Rill of
Rlgnts ln many of the o!fler Btates
forbidding prosecution for felonies or
infamous crimes except on indictment
or presentment of a grand jury. Public
hearings were given on this subject1. ,.,. ,muo
ositiona .ere ..resented varvlne from
in0 other provision or prohibition con-- i
cernlner the same be Inc hided in the
constitution, leaving all question as
to its continuance or modification to
the legislature.
Respectfully submitted.
FRANCIS E. WOOD,
Chairman, Committee on Bill of
Rights.
CONSTITUTIONAL
PROPOSITIONS
FILE NO. 44.
Relating to Equal Political Rights.
Introduced by R. W. Heflin, San
Juan County.
Referred to Committee on Elective
Franchise.
The rights of the citizens of the
State of New Mexico to vote and hold
office shall not be denied or abridged
on account of race or sex, both male
and female citizens of this state shall
enjoy equally all civil, political and
religious privileges.'
FILE NO. 45.
Relating to Banking.
Introduced by R. W. Hetlin, San
Juan County.
Referred to Committee on Corpora-
tions.
State Banking Board.
:The State Banking Board shall be
composed of the Governor, the Lieu-
tenant Governor, the President of the
Board of Agriculture, State Treasurer
and State Auditor, said board shall
have the supervision and management
of the depositors' guaranty fund,
which the legislature shall provide
for by enacting laws for the protec- -
tion ot depositors in state Danks, ana
said Board shall have power to adopt.
a" suitable rules and regulations not
inconsistent with law for the manage
ment and administration of the same.
FILE NO. 62.
Bill of Rights.
Introduced by Mr. Montoya.
Referred to Committee on Bill of
Rights.
That the treaty of Guadalupe Hidal-
go and the Gadsden Purchase, be-
tween the L'nited States of America
and Mexico, shall be incorporated,
adopted and will form part of this
constitution.
FILE NO. 63.
Education,
Introduced by Mr. Montoya.
Referred to Committee on Educa
tion.
That the legislature of the State of
New Mexico shall provide and adopt
a proper method to aid and facilitate
the teaching of the English language
in the public schools of the state, to
children who speak other than the
English language.
FILE NC. 64. "
Relating to Irrigation and Water
Rights.
Introduced by G. A. Richardson
Referred to Committee on Irriga
tion and Water Rights.
Existing Rights, .
Section 1. All existing rights to
the use of any of the waters in this
state, for any useful or beneficial pur-
pose, which rights are not in contro-
versy or litigation, are hereby recog-
nized and confirmed.
Public Use.
Sec. 2. The use of waters of the
state for domestic, irrigation, mining
and manufacturing purposes, shall be
deemed a public use.
State Property, Subject to Appropria-
tion.
Sec. 3. The water of any natural
stream (perennial, torrential, surface
and underground), and springs and
lakes, within the State of New Mexico,
are hereby declared to be the proper-
ty of the state, and subject to appro-
priation for any beneficial purpose.
Sale, Rental or Distribution of Water.
Sec. 4. The use of all waters now
appropriated, or that may hereafter
be appropriated, for sale, rental or
distribution, also of all waters origi-
nally appropriated for private use, but
which after such appropriation has
been, or may hereafter be sold, rent-
ed' or distributed, is hereby declared
to be a public use, and subject to the
regulations and control of the state,
in the manner prescribed by law.
, Rates.
Sec. 5. The right to collect rates
or compensation for the use of water
supplied to any county, city or town,
or water district, or the inhabitants
thereof, or from any canal or other
conduit; is a franchise, and cannot
be exercised except by authority of
and in the manner prescribed by law.
Right to Divert and Appropriate.
Sec. 6. The right to divert and ap-
propriate the unappropriated waters
of any natural stream, spring or lake
or any torrential or underground wa- -
' POSITION Stenographer Apply
New Mexican.
WANTKD Three or four roomed
'modern house. Address, "G.," New
Mexican.
WANTKD Nurse girl to take care
o' baby day and night. Reference re-
quired Mrs. Dudrow.
' WANTKD To rent three or four
unfurnished rooms for housekeeping.
Address, "M.," New Mexican.
FOR SAI.K Nice sideboard and
dining room table. Inquire 23S s
Road. Mrs. K. C. Abbott.
LOST Elks' Watch charm between
residence on Manhattan avenue and
express office. Reward for its return.
G. B. Pop.
FOR SALE 4 little houses corner
Manhattan avenue and Garcia street.
$1,7."0. Rent for $J0 month. Lots on
K. Manhattan 4Sx6iO, $150. Walter
Kraul.
typewriters:
Cleaned, adjus.ed and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and sup-
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled
All repair work and ypewrlters guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex-
change. Phone Black 231.
FOR SALE Handsome quarter
sawed oak desk, roller top, filing de-
vice, spacious and in Al condition.
Cost $100 will sell for $(!0. Also have
one substantial desk In splendid con- -
dition for lower price. Inquire New
Mexican.
...
j payment of the public debtor the
maintenance of ' existing nuhlic de- -
of said Board shall be to adjust and
equalize the valuation of real and per- -
sonal property of the several counties
j in the state, and it shall have such
powers and perform such duties as
j
may be prescribed by law, and they
j shall value and assess all railroad and
public service corporation property in
j a just and equal proportion as other
property is valued and assessed.
Sec. The legislature shall pro-
vide by law, the powers and duties of
the state Board of Equalization and
make provision for the payment of a
per diem not less than c $5.00) five
dollars for the time occupied by the
board in the discharge of their duties,
and for the payment of mileage neces- -
vacancies caused by death or other-
wise among the members of the
board; provided, no appointment shall
be made by the Governor or other-
wise, of any member for any period
greater than two (2) years.
If you want anything on earth- -i try
New Mexican Want Ad.
WOMEN
OF MIDDLE
AGE
Need Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Brooklield, Mo. "Two years ago I
w:is unable to do any kind of work and
only weighed 118 pounds. My trouble
dates back to the
time that women
may expect natureto uring on themthe Change of Life.
I got a bottle of
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Com-
pound and it made
me feel much better,
and I have contin-
ued its use. I am
wry grateful to yonfjr'tlie cooil healtii
1 am now enjoying." Mrs. Sarah
414 S.
.Livingston Street,
Urooklield, Mo.
The Change of Life is the most criti
cal period of a woman's existence, and
neglect of health at this time invitesdisease and pain.
Women everywhere should remem-ber that there is no other remedyknown to medicine that will so suc-
cessfully carry women through this
trying period as Lydia E. Pinkham's '
v egetable Compound, made from na-
tive roots and herbs.
For 80 years it has been curing wo- -
men from the worst forms of femaleills inflammation, ulceration, dis-placements, fibroid tumors, irregulari-
ties, periodic pains, backache, and
aervous prostration.If you would like special advice
about your ease write a confiden-tial letter to Mrs. Pinkham, atLynn, Mass. Her advice is free,and always helpful
To the President and Members of the
Convention:
Your Committee on Schedule begs
leave to submit the following report
and recommends that its provisions
be incorporated in the Constitution.
The committee suggests that the dates
left blank in Section 12 of this report
be determined by the Convention at
such time as it deems proper.
Respectfully submitted,
REED HOLLOMAN,
Chairman.
ARTICLE.
Schedule.
That no inconvenience may arise by
reason of the change from a territorial
to a state form of government, it is
declared and ordained:
Section 1. This constitution shall
take effect and be in full force imme
diately upon the admission of New
Mexico into the Union as a State.
Sec. 2. Until otherwise provided
by law of the state, the Act of Con-
gress of the United States, entitled
"An Act relating to liability of com-
mon carriers, by railroads to their
employees in certain cases," approved
April 22, 1908, and all Acts amenda-
tory thereof, shall be and remain in
force in this State to the same extent
that they have heretofore been in
force in the Territory of New Mexico.
Sec. 3. All laws of the Territory
of New Mexico in force at the time of
its admission into the Union as a
state, which are not inconsistent with
this constitution, shall be and remain
in force as the laws of the state until
they expire by their own limitation,
or are altered or repealed; and all
rights, actions, claims, contracts, lia-
bilities and obligations, shall continue
and remain unaffected by the change
in the form of government.
Sec. 4. The pardoning power, here-
in granted, shall extend to all persons
who shall have been convicted for of-
fenses against the laws of the Terri-
tory of New Mexico.
Sec. 5. AH property, real and per-
sonal, and all monies, credits, claims
and choses In action, belonging to the
Territory of New Mexico, shall be
vested in and become the property of
the State of New Mexico; and all
debts, taxes, fines, penalties, escheats
and forfeitures, which have accrued or
may accrue to the Territory of New
Mexico, shall inure to said state.
Sec. 6. All recognizes, bonds, obli-
gations and undertakings entered into
or executed before the admission of
the state, to the Territory of New
Mexico, or to any county, school dis-
trict or municipality, or to any off-
icers or official board therein, shall
remain valid according to the terms
thereof, and may be sued upon and
recovered by the proper authority, un-
der the state law.
All processes issued under the au-
thority of the Territory of New Mexi-
co, shall be as valid as if issued in
the name of the state.
Sec. 7. All lawful writs, Judgments,
decrees, convictions and sentences
made and entered, or pronounced by
the courts within the Territory of New
Mexico, In force at the time of admis-
sion of the state, shall continue .and
remain in full force to the same ex-
tent as If the change of government
had not occurred, and shall be en-
forced and executed under the laws
of the State.
Sec. 8. All courts existing and all
officers holding offices or appoint-
ments In the Territory of New Mexi-
co, tinder the government of the Ter-
ritory, whether under authority of
the United States, or of said territory
at the time of the admission of the
state, shall continue to hold and exer-
cise their respective jurisdictions,
functions, offices and appointments un-
til superseded by the courts, officers,
or authorities provided for under this
Constitution.
Until otherwise provided by law,
the seals of the several courts, officers
and official boards in the Territory,
shall be used as the seals of the cor-
responding courts, officers and official
boards In the state; and for any new
court, office or board created by this
constitution, a seal may be adopted
by the judge of said court, or the In-
cumbent of said office, or by the said
board, until otherwise provided by
law.
Sec. 9. All suits, indictments, crim-
inal actions, bonds, process, matters
and proceedings pending In any of the
courts In the Territory of New Mexi-
co at the time of the organization of
the judicial department and courts
provided for in this Constitution and
in the Act of Congress for the admis-
sion of New Mexico as a state, ap-
proved June 20, 1910, shall be trans-
ferred to and proceed to determina-
tion In the courts of like or corres:
ponding jurisdiction established by
this Constitution, as therein provided:
And all civil causes of action and crim-
inal offenses which shall have arisen
or been committed prior to the ad-
mission of said Territory as a State,
as to which no suit, action or prosecu-,tio-
shall have been commenced, or
indictment found, prior to such ad-
mission, shall be subject to such ac-
tion, prosecution, indictment and re-
view in the proper courts of the
state and of the United States In like
manner and to the same extent as if
the State had been created and said
courts established prior to the accrual
of such causes of action and the com-
mission of such offenses.
Sec. 10. This Constitution, after its
enrollment, shall be signed by the
President of the Constitutional Con-
vention, and such delegates as desire
to sign the same. Whereupon it shall
be deposited in the office of the Secre-
tary of the Territory where it may be
signed at any time by any delegate
who may have been for any reason
prevented from signing the same prior
to the adjournment of said conven-
tion.
Sec. 11. All lawful debts and obli-
gations of the Territory of New Mex-
ico and of the several counties, school
districts, municipalities, irrigation dis-
tricts and improvement districts there-
in existing at the time of its admis-
sion as a state, shall remain valid and
unaffected by the change of govern
mitted to the people under the pro -
visions of this section.
It is hereby provided and ordained
that the foregoing provision relating
to initiative shall be separately sub -
mitted to the people for a separate
vote thereon at the same time and
manner as the remaining portions of
the proposed constitution and if at
said election a majority of the votes
cast shall be in favor of this provis-
ion then the same shall be considered
as having been adopted and included
in the constitution as an amendment
thereto.
FILE NO. 68.
Relating to Referendum.
Introduced by Mr. Wood.
be held on the day of ,
1910, at which election the qualified
voters of New Mexico shall vote di-
rectly for or against the same, anu
'the Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico shall forthwith issue his proc-
lamation ordering said election to be
held on said day.
Except as to the manner of making
returns of said election, and canvass
ing and certifying the result thereof,
said election shall be held and con-
ducted as nearly as may be in the
same manner as is prescribed by the
laws of the Territory of New Mexico
regulating elections therein of the
members of the legislature existing
at the time of the last election of said
members of the legislature; and the
provisions of said laws in all respects,
(including the qualifications of electors
and registration, are hereby made ap-
plicable to the election here provided
for.
Sec. IS. The ballots cast at said
election shall be of the size and color
required by law for general elections
in New Mexico, and those cast in fa-
vor of the ratification of this Consti-
tution shall have printed or written
thereon in both English and Spanish
the words, "For the Constitution;"
and those against the ratification of
the Constitution shall have written
or printed thereon in both English and
Spanish the words, "Against the Co-
nstitution;" and shall be counted and
returned accordingly.
Sec. 14. The returns of said elec-
tion shall be made by the election of-
ficers direct to the Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico at Santa Fe,
who, with the Governor and the Chief
Justice of said Territory, shall consti-
tute a canvassing board, and they, or
any two of them, shall meet at said
city of Santa Fe on the thiru Mon-
day after said election and canvass
the same. Said canvassing board shall
make and file with the Secretary of
the Territory of New Mexico, a cer-
tificate signed by at least two of
them, setting forth the number of
votes cast at. said election for or
against the Constitution, respectively.
Sec. 15. If a majority of the legal
votes case at said election as certified
to by said canvassing board, shall be
for the Constitution, it shall be deem-
ed to be duly ratified by the people
of New Mexico, and the Secretary of
the Territory of New Mexico shall
forthwith cause to be submitted to the
President of the United States and to
Congress for approval, a certified copy
of this Constitution, together with the
statement of the votes cast thereon.
Sec. 16. If Congress and the Presi-
dent approve this Constitution, or if
the President approves the same and
Congress fails to disapprove the same
during the next regular session there-
of, the Governor of New Mexico shall,
within thirty days after receipt of no-
tification from the President certify-
ing said facts, issue his proclamation
for an election at which officers for
a full state government, including a
governor, county officers, members of
the state legislature, two representa-
tives in Congress to be elected at large
from the state, and such other officers
as this Constitution prescribes, shall
be chosen by the people; said election
to take place not earlier than sixty
days nor later than ninety days after
the date of said proclamation by the
Governor ordering the same.
Sec 17. Said last mentioned elec-
tion shall be held, the returns thereof
made, canvassed and certified to by
the Secretary of said Territory, in the
same manner and the same laws, in-
cluding those as to qualifications of
electors, shall be applicable thereto,
as hereinbefore prescribed for hold
ing, making of the returns, 'canvassing
and certifying the same, of the elec-
tion for the ratification or rejection of
this Constitution.
When said election of state and
county officers, members of the legis-
lature, Representative in Congress,
and other officers provided for in this
Constitution, shall be held and the re-
turns thereof made, canvassed and
certified as hereinbefore provided, the
Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico shall immediately certify the
result of said election, as canvassed
and certified as hereinbefore provid-
ed, to the President of the United
States.
Sec. 18. Within thirty days after
the issuance by the President of the
United States of his proclamation an-
nouncing the result of said election
so ascertained, all officers elected at
such election, except members of the
legislature, shall take the oath of of-
fice required by this Constitution, and
give bond as required by this Consti-
tution or by the laws of the Territory
of New Mexico in case of like officers
in the Territory, county or district,
and shall thereupon enter upon the
duties of their respective offices; but
the legislature may by law require
such officers to give other or addi-
tional bonds as a condition of their
continuance in office.
Sec. 19. .The Governor of the State,
immediately upon his qualifying and
entering upon the duties of his office,
shall issue his proclamation conven-
ing the legislature at the seat of gov-
ernment on a day to be specified in
said proclamation, not less than thir-
ty nor more than sixty days after the
date of said proclamation.
The members-elec- t of the legisla-
ture shall meet on the day specified,
take oath required by this Constitu-
tion, and within ten days after organi-
zation shall proceed to the election of
two senators of the United States for
the State of New Mexico, in the man-
ner prescribed by the Constitution
and Laws of the United States; and
the Governor and Secretary of the
State of New Mexico shall certify
the election of the senators and repre-
sentatives in Congress in the manner
required by law.
Sec. 20. The legislature shall pass
all necessary laws to carry into effect
the provisions of this Constitution.
Sec. 21. The terms of office of all
officers elected at the election afore-Sai- d
shall expire at the same time as
If they had been elected at an elec
ed by law.
Drainage Districts.
Sec. 10. The legislature of the state
of New Mexico is authorized to pro-
vide for, under proper regulation,
drainage districts and systems, which
may be organized and operated as
provided by law.
FILE NO. 65.
Relating to Primary Elections.
Introduced by V. B. Walton and A.
II . Harllee.
Referred to Committee on Judicial
Department.
Section 1. The legislature at the
first session thereof held by virtue of
this constitution, shall enact laws pro-
viding for a mandatory primary sys-
tem, which shall provide for the nom-
ination of all candidates in all elec
tions for state, district, county and
municipal officers for all political par-
ties including United States Senators,
Provided, however, this provision shall
not exclude the right of the people to
a place on the ballot by petition any
nonpartisan candidate.
Sec. 2. In all elections by the peo-
ple the vote shall be by ballot, and
the legislature shall provide the kind
of ticket or ballot to be used, and
make all such other regulations as
may be necessary to detect and pun-
ish fraud, and preserve the purity of
the ballot, and may, when necessary,
provide by law for the registration of
electors throughout the State or in
any incorporated city or town thereof.
FILE NO. 66.
Relating to the Election of United
States Senators.
Introduced by J. B. Gilchrist.
Referred to Committee on Legisla-
tive Department.
Section 1. The legislature, at any
time the Federal Constitution may
permit the election of United States
Senators by direct vote of the people,
shall enact laws providing for their
election as for the election of Govern-
or, and other elective officers.
FILE NO. 67.
Relating to Initiative.
Introduced by Mr. Wood.
Referred to Committee on Legisla
tive Department.
In addition to and as a limitation !
Referred to Committee on Legisla-- 1 sarlly traveled by members of the
tive Department. board at a rate of not less than (10)
Section As a limitation and c heck ten cents per mile, and for the pay-upo- n
the legislative powers herein ment of such other expenses neces-conferre-
the people reserve to sary in carrying out the purpose and
themselves the power to reject at the Object of such board. The legislature
polls any act passed by the legisla- - shall provide by law for the filling of
late the exercise of this right by law.
'uc I'Mvuese in cue ru oi
habeas corpus shall never be suspend-
ed, unless, in case of rebellion, or in-
vasion, the public safety require it.
Sec. 7. All elections shall be free
and open, and no power, civil or mil-
itary, shall at any time interfere to
prevent the free exercise of the right
of suffrage.
Sec. s. The military shall always
be in strict subordination to the civil
power; no soldier shall in time of
peace be quartered in any house with-
out the consent of the owner, nor in
time of war. except in the manner pre-
scribed by law.
Sec. 9. The people shall be secure
in their persons, papers, homes ana
effects, from unreasonable searches
and seizures, and no warrant to search
any place or seize any person or thing
shall issue without describing the
place to be searched, or the person or
thing to be seized, nor without prob
able cause, supported by oath or af-
firmation, reduced to writing.
Sec. 10. Every man shall be free
to worship God according to the dic-
tates of his own conscience, and no
person shall ever be molested or de
nied any civil or political right or
privilege on account of his religious
opinions or his mode of religious wor-
ship, but the .liberty of conscience
hereby secured shall not be construed
to permit acts of licentiousness, ' or
polygamous or plural marriages or
polygamous cohabitation. No person
Bhall be required to attend any place
of worship or support any religious
sect or denomination; nor shall any
preference be given by law to any re-
ligious denomination or mode of wor-
ship.
Sec. 11. The right of trial by jury
as it has heretofore existed shall be
secured to all and remain inviolate. In
all cases triable in courts inferior to
the district court the jury may con-
sist of six. In all courts five-sixth- s in
number of the jury may render a ver-
dict in all civil actions, and such ver
dict so rendered shall have the same
force and effect as if all the jurors
concurred therein.
Sec. 12. All persons shall be bail-
able by sufficient sureties, except for
capital offenses, when the proof is
evident or the presumption great. Ex-
cessive bail shall not be required, nor
excessive fines imposed, nor cruel
and unusual punishment Inflicted.
Sec. 13. In all criminal prosecutions
the accused shall have the right to ap
pear and defend himself in person
and by counsel; to demand the na-
ture and cause of the accusation; to
be confronted with the witnesses
against him; to have compulsory pro-
cess to compel the attendance of ne-
cessary witnesses in his behalf, and a
speedy public trial By an Impartial
jury of the county in which the of-
fense is alleged to have been commit-
ted.
Sec. 14. No person shall be com-
pelled to testify against himself, ln a
criminal proceeding, nor shall any per-
son be twice put in jeopardy for the
same offense.
Sec. 15. No person shall he impris-
oned in any common jail for the pur-
pose of securing his testimony in any
criminal proceeding nor for a time
longer than may be necessary in or-
der to take his deposition. If he can-
not give security for appearance at
the trial, his deposition shall be tak-
en in the manner to be prescribed by
law after reasonable notice and oppor-
tunity to the accused to be present
and represented at the taking thereof.
Any deposition authorized by this
section may be received as evidence
on the trial if the competent oral tes-
timony of the witness be then unavail-
able.
Sec. 16. Treason against the State
shall consist 'only in levying and
making war against it, or in adhering
to its enemies, giving them aid and
comfort. No person shall be convict-
ed of treason unless on the testimony
of two witnesses to the same overt
act, or on confession in open court.
Seo. 17. Every citizen may freely
speak, write and publish his senti-
ments on all subjects, being responsi-
ble for the abusie of that right; and
no law shall be passed to restrain or
abridge the liberty of speech or of
the press. In all criminal prosecu-
tions for libels, the truth may be giv-
en in evidence to the jury; and if it
shall appear to the Jury that the mat-
ter charged as libelous is true, and
was published with good motives and
for justifiable ends, the party shall
be acquitted.
Sec. 18. No person shall be depriv-
ed of life, liberty or property with
out due process of law; nor shall any
person be denied the equal protection
of the laws. -
Sec. 19. No expost facto law, bill
upon the legislative powers conferred j voting residence by county and pre-upo- n
the Senate and House of Repre-- cinct, and the petition shall be
the people reserve tojeompanied by affidavits showing that
themselves power to propose laws and .each signer is a legal voter of the pre-t- o
enact the same at the polls if the cinct set after his name, that he has
ture, which power is to be exercised
as follows:
At any time within one year after
the close of any session of the legis-
lature a petition may be filed with
the Secretary of State demanding that
one or more acts or items, sections or
parts of acts passed at said session
be referred to the people.
Said petition must be signed by not
less than 15 per centum of the legal
voters of the state, and such number
shall include at least 15 per centum
of the legal voters in each county com-
posing not less than three-fifth- s of al!
the counties in the state, which n
shall be computed and based
upon the number voting at the last
general election for Governor. Each
signer shall set after his name his
...... . ... . ..1 nw 1. ,3 Mr.A,i v. ; l, iicuu vi uau itrau tu null uit: law oi
laws referred to in the petition and
declares that he is opposed to said
laws.
It shall thereupon be the duty of
the Secretary of State to submit the
laws or parts thereof referred to In
said petition to the electors for ap-
proval or rejection at the next gener-
al or special State election held not
less than sixty days after the filing of
said petition.
If at said election a majority of the
votes cast shall be against any law or
part thereof so submitted the Govern-
or shall within thirty days thereafter
proclaim said result and the said law
or part thereof so disapproved shall
thereupon be repealed with like force
and effect as though the legislature
had then repealed it.
Should the petition executed as
above prescribed be signed by twenty-f-
ive per centum of the legal voters
constituted as above provided then up-
on filing the same the law or part
thereof therein referred to shall be
suspended and shall be of no force or
effect until thirty days after the elec-
tion at which it shall be voted on, and
If at said election a majority of the
votes cast shall be against said law
or part thereof it shall stand repealed.
Any law repealed or modified by
any act so suspended or repealed by
the people, shall be revived by such
suspension or repeal.
The provisions of this Section shall
not extend to emergency laws, or
laws making appropriations for the
legislature shall refuse, which pow-
ers shall be exercised as follows:
The full text of the proposed law
accompanied by a petition, praying for
its enactment must be filed with the
Secretary of the State at any time be-
fore the commencement of any ses-
sion of the legislature or within thir-
ty days before its close.
The petition must be signed by not
less than 15 per centum of the legal
voters of the state, and such number
shall include at least 15 per centum
of the legal voters in each county con-
stituting not less than three-fifth- s of
all the counties of the state; which
per centum shall be computed and bas-
ed upon the number voting at the last
general election for Governor. Each
signer of said petition must set after
his name his voting residence by
county and precinct, and the petition
must be accompanied by affidavits
showing that each signer is a legal
voter in the district of his residence,
that he has read or had read to him
the proposed law, declares that he un-
derstands the same and demands the
enactment thereof.
The proposed law must relate to
but one subject which must be clearly
specified in its title and must have at-
tached thereto the certificate of a
judge of the Supreme Court or of a
District Court of the State, approving
the same as to its form.
The Secretary of State shall trans-
mit said proposed law to the legisla-
ture on the first day of its session or
Immediately If it be ln session.
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cent over 18,684 in 1900. Nashua, N.
H., 26,005, an Increase of 2,107, or 8.8
per cent over 23,898 In 1900.CASH No 4No 4
up for the city just as soon as we
!
can," said Manager Frank Owen of
the Santa Fe Water and Light Com-- j
pany. "We are working as hard as
j we can to complete the job, but those
j citizens who are wondering why their
j part of the city is not already lighted
j up should remember that we are put--I
ting up 59,800 or more feet of wire and
FIGHT OVER TEXAS BOUNDARY
(Continued From Page One.)GBOCE11Y AXD BAKERY
will meet also with the approval of
my constituents and I believe of the
territory In general. It is a question
of separate schools for the negro or
no schools at all, as far as the east-er-a
section of New Mexico is
j some time is required to do the job.
We have to put in circuits by sections
and all of this cannot be accomplished
i just as quickly as many people would j
CONCORD
TOKAYS
CORNICHONS
BLACK MALOVISGraces wish. There is no let up in the work,
but it should be recalled that the
work was authorized by the council
state of New Mexico shall be required
to make oath or affirmation to the list
of taxable property owned and the
value thereof as fixed by the state
Board of Equalization, and shall be
liable to such fine or penalty as may
be prescribed by law for failure or
refusal to make such oath or affirma-
tion as to the truth of the list of tax-
able property owned; every person
who shall make a false list of his tax-
able property, or who shall make a
false list as agent for any other per-
son, shall be deemed guilty of per-
jury and upon conviction shall be
punished as provided by law for the
punishment of perjury.
"It began to look as though we were
going to have a good constitution af-
ter all. For a while we thought the
corporation lawyers and bad politi-
cians were in control, because we
were reading a Democratic paper.
But close study of the files introduced
and noting the attitude of the dele-
gates on all questions, leads us to be-
lieve that all are Inclined to be fair
and honest, and are working for the
good of the new state as a whole. We
hope we will have no occasion to
change this view." Wagon Mound
Pantograph.
If you want anything on earth try
New Mexican Want Ad.
"The ue of alum and salts of alumina in Vu'll liXArM fooa ahould bo prohibited." il.'ll'N UI Tjf W''j --Prf Wood, Harvard Univ. Jt , J-- J ll
I fir PilWf I!
OYSTERS ALWAYS
FISH EVERY FRIDAY
the latter part of September and not
last spring."
It Looks like Philadephia will win
the world series, but see who wins
the big game at the Elks' tonight.
Partales Nimrods at Willard "A
party of nimrods came in from Por-tale- s
last Thursday night and spent a
week in the Gallinas country hunting
for big game. The following promi
FRUITS, VEGETABLES,
HOME DRESSED POULTRY.
Good results always follow the use
of Foley Kidney Pills. They contain
just the ingredients necessary to
tone, strengthen and regulate the
kidneys and bladder, and to cure
backache. Sold by The CapitalPhoas Ho. 1 F. ANDREWS PIip I i mm tonsil ynyia w mmm 4, I CREAM t
ftg taw FmsKR i nent citizens of our sister city of the i NOTICl
B Ilia 1 I lf"9HH
IF YOU WANT THE
tn j. n i" : ri i 1 .iiiosi ueuuiuus siui unuuoiaie
THE I L PiNON
PHOTO STUDIO
Will Be Open from this
on every day.
Now is the time to make
yout HOLIDAY selections
Call aud see our new
Mouats and Folders.
F. E, ALEXANDER, Prop..
Its purity, wholesome-nes- s
and superior
leavening qualities
are never questioned.
Fifty Years the Standard
POPULATION OF THREE
MORE TOWNS ANNOUNCED.
Washington, Oct. 21. Population
statistics were issued for the follow-
ing cities: Clinton, Iowa, 25.577, an
increase of 2,879, 12.7 per cent over
22,698 In 1900; Green Bay, Wis., 25,-23-
an increase of 552, or 35.1 per
H
I II
OBTAINABLE IN THE CITY
Go To
JM. BEXALL STORE
Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served
THE BEST IS NONE TOO GOOD
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Phone 92 Phone 92
eastern border of the territory com-
prised the party: S. A. Morrison,
cashier Portales Bank and Trust Com-
pany; D. Hardy, of the Hardy Hard-
ware Company; J. B. Priddy, of the
Warren, Fooshee Dry Goods Com-
pany; T. J. Mollinar, engaged in the
mortgage and loan business, and the
latter's son, T. J., Jr. While they
were not very successful in bagging
the fleet-foote- d deer and the shamb-
ling bear which are reported as num-
erous this season on the mesa and in
the mountains, the party had a, very
enjoyable outing. After a conversation
with these gentlemen one could read-
ily comprehend why Portales was
able to install a 1375,000 pumping
plant after a few months persistent
effort. They are all boosters of the
progressive kind and the fair fame of
their developing little town is ever
reflected in their conversation. It Is
the spirit of esprit de corps shown
by these gentlemen that is making the
people of the territory take notice of
Portales." Willard Record.
The Making of a Constitution That
is the title of Bulletin No. 57 of the
University of New Mexico, just from
press, and reprinting addresses of
Delegate H. B. Fergusson and Attor-
ney General Frank W. Clancy before
the students of the University. It is
a timely contribution to a discussion
of a most vital topic of the day.
Wreck on the Dawson Line Just
as the New Mexican went to press a
report comes over the wires of a
bad wreck on the El Paso and South-
western line between bavrson and
No particulars could be
gathered in time for today's New
MINOR CITY TOPICS
the fact that now is the lime .and their
store the place to secure Concord
Grapes for putting up. Luscious grape
fruit, and other good things are also
D'S MARKET
mentioned. Read the advertisement.
Oysters, Fresh and Smoked Fish,THE REXALL STORETHE REXAlL STORE WHEN BUYINGhome dressed poultry, sauerkraut, dill
Denver, Colo., Oct. 21. The
forecast is fair tonight with
continued cold weather. Sat-
urday fair with slowly rising
temperature. TThe Last Game of Baseball of theseason at the Elks' tonight.
SS jSjr MADE FOR. US BY
pickels, cranberries, sausages, lunch
meats, bams and bacon, at Andrews'.
In Planning for the Week, it is Well
not to forget that you can get oysters
always, fish on Fridays, and all kinds
of fresh fruits and vegetables at F.
Andrews who also makes a specialty
of home dressed poultry and other
good things which he is telling about
in his advertisement, meant for your
reading, in this issue.
Fine Exhibit in Bank The fruit
and vegetable exhibit in the windows
of the TJ. S. Bank and Trust Company
is becoming more, and more attrac-
tive. A recent addition to the display
Peters SI
ST. LOU Jf eatherbird Welt Shoes
FOR
Largest Bananas on the market, 35c
per doz. Fine lemons, 35c per doz. at
Andrews'.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
Please order in advance. Phone Black
152. I. M. Astler.
Train From the South Late Again
Train No., 10 from the south and
west on the Santa Fe was again more
than two hours late today.
' Properly Killed, Cooled and Ship-
ped meat, from the largest and clean-
est packing house in the United
States, is what George Hayward. is
telling you about in his advertisement
today; those who eat meat will find
this advertisement both interesting
and instructive.
j Masons Home Tonight H. H. Dor-- :
man, H. F. Stephens, S. Spitz, Clinton
was the exhibit sent by the Mary
Boys and Girls
jmK WELL
Everything for the Feet,
James Mission school where the boys! KILLED HIMSELF WITH
Do you ever stop to think that
our Kansas City Meatsare from
ARMOUR & CO.
The largest and cleanest Pack-
ing House in the U. S.
Thflt Tf R Properly kil'ed, cooled and shipped;
inspected by both Federal & 5 tate inspectors
If you want goad, clean, wholesome Meats we have it.
THINK THIS OVER and also think
how the pother fellow handles his.
SHOT IN BACK.
JOHN PFLEUGER
Denver, Colo., Oct. 21. Five hours
after William H. Bailey, a cigarmak.-er- ,
had fired a bullet into his brain,
his body was found in his room at
noon yesterday in the Victor hotel, at
Eighteenth and Larimer streets. He
apparently feared to stare into the
barrel of the pistol, for the bullet had
entered at the back of his neck. Bailey
came to Denver eight days ago from
Grand Haven, Mich.
248 San Francisco St.Shoe Specialist
are taught scientific agriculture. If
one doubts their ability to farm scien-
tifically and get the best results, one
lias but to gaze at some of the
specimens of things raised above and
beneath the soil.
A Big Laugh From Start to Finish
at the Elks' tonight. See "How Hubby
Got a Raise," it's' a biograph.
Although it feejs like winter, you
can still believe "it is summer when
you taste those delicious strawberries
from the Winter Grocery. Nor is this
all there are fresh select oysters,
fruits and vegetables and other good
things called attention to in the new
advertisement for the ..Winter Grocery
J Crandall and S. G. Cartwright are
expected home tonight from Roswell
where they attended the annual Ma
sonic convocation of the grand lodge,
grand chapter and grand commandery. CONVENTION SPARKS.
Remember it's Baseball, That's all Ail 'S HEat the Elks' tonight. (Continued From Page Five.)Tuberculosis ConqueredWRITE for TESTIMONIALS of PROMINENT PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHYNATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.
Company in this issue. Read the ad. other officer authorized to administer
In the Winter, Grape Jelly, Pie,
and canned grapes, taste mighty good.
H. S. Kaune & Co., in their advertise-
ment today, are calling attention to
Light Company Has Big Task "We oaths; every person, firm or corpora- - Phone 92 Phone 92are going to get those Tungsten lights j tion owning taxable property In the
iTHE BIG
need the service weYOU in the matter of
good clothe It's a service
nobody else can render you;
because nobody else has
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
you want than you do. Bat
we do kiow something about
styles, and best fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit oi over-
coat looks right on you; fits
properlv; is becoming to you-
It's just as much to our in-
terest as to yours to get you
into the right thing. We
can afford to bs disinterest-
ed abut theie things; but
we cant afford to Jet you go
mwlisfe" else for clothes
when w ; kaow we've got the
best ctothes made.
clothes in this town, and we
think nobody else has quite
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
clothing store.
Our idea is to see Jthat our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if you
come here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, style,
the weave, the model that
is best suited to your tpecial
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what
Hart Schaffoer & Mm Suits $20 to $50
Hart Schaffoer Marx Overcoats $18 to Copyright Hart Schaffiier & Marx
Copyright Hart SchafTher le Marx
NASH A N , S A L (h O N
